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ABSTRACT
Angiogenesis is the process by which new blood vessels sprout from existing 
vessels, enabling new vascular elements to be added to an existing vasculature network. 
Mechanical interactions during angiogenesis, i.e., traction forces applied by neovessels 
and the corresponding deformation of the extracellular matrix (ECM), are important 
regulators of growth and neovascularization. However, the dynamic relationship 
between cell-generated forces, the deformation of the ECM, and the topology of the 
emerging vascular network are poorly understood. The goal of this research was to 
develop, implement, and validate a computational framework that simulates the 
dynamic mechanical interaction between angiogenic neovessels and the ECM. This 
dissertation presents a novel continuous-discrete finite element (FE) model with 
angiogenic growth coupled with matrix deformation. Angiogenesis was simulated 
using a discrete growth model. This model uses properties of the ECM, represented by 
a continuous FE mesh, to regulate angiogenic growth and branching and was capable of 
accurately predicting vascular morphometric data when simulating growth in various 
matrix conditions. To couple growth with matrix deformation, sprout forces were 
applied to the mesh and the corresponding deformation of the matrix was determined 
using the nonlinear FE software FEBio. This deformation was then used to update the 
ECM into the current configuration before calculating the next growth step. Data from
vascularized gel experiments were used to both calibrate mechanisms within the model 
during implementation and compare with computational simulations to assess the 
validity of the simulations. In simulations of experiments involving vascularized 
collagen gels subjected to various mechanical boundary constraints, this coupled 
framework accurately predicted gel contraction and microvessel alignment for each 
condition. The primary mechanism for alignment occurs as microvessels passively 
align while moving with the deformation of the surrounding matrix. These results 
demonstrate how biomechanical cellular activity at the microscale during morphogenic 
processes such as angiogenesis can influence the macroenvironment and induce patterns 
and organization. These methods provide a flexible computational platform to 
investigate the mechanisms by which the biomechanical interaction between cells and 
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Angiogenesis is the process by which new blood vessels sprout from existing blood 
vessels, enabling the addition of new vascular elements to an existing vasculature 
network. Angiogenesis is an important aspect associated with numerous issues and 
applications within medicine and bioengineering. Within the medical field, diseases 
including cancer and atherosclerosis involve uncontrolled blood vessel growth, while 
scarring and poor wound healing involve insufficient vessel growth [1-3]. Bioengineers 
are also concerned with angiogenesis as a means of promoting neovascularization of 
scaffolds for engineered tissue implants [4-6]. Therefore, there has been increasing 
research interest into the regulatory mechanisms behind angiogenesis, with the hope of 
developing new treatments and techniques to either promote or inhibit angiogenic 
outgrowth depending on the application. Angiogenesis is highly sensitive to both the 
chemical and mechanical microenvironment [1,7-10]. Although extensive research has 
been performed regarding the chemical regulation of angiogenesis, the mechanical 
factors that regulate angiogenesis remain poorly understood. In particular, very little is 
known about how the mechanical properties of the extracellular matrix (ECM) such as
structure, composition, and boundary conditions modulate angiogenic outgrowth.
There have been several efforts to provide in vitro environments that induce cells to 
assemble into tissue engineered devices capable of clinical use [6,11-17]. However, the 
size of these constructs has been limited to the scale of effective diffusive transport as 
cells within these constructs do not have access to a functional vasculature [4,5,18]. 
Successful neovascularization of engineered tissue implants requires that the topology 
of the new vascular network meets the specific perfusion and functional requirements 
for that tissue [19]. For example, the generation of proper vascular alignment is a 
critical step in tendon healing and repair [20] and functional innervation [21]. 
Therefore, the successful fabrication of complex 3D vasculatures within engineering 
tissue implants requires an understanding behind the factors regulating vascular 
morphogenesis and the knowledge to control these factors and direct growth towards 
the required vascular solution.
During angiogenesis, sprouting endothelial cells within the parent vessel take on an 
invasive phenotype, releasing proteolytic enzymes to degrade the basement membrane, 
thus allowing their expansion into the ECM. The motility, metabolism, proliferation 
and differentiation of anchorage-dependent cells such as endothelial cells and pericytes 
are highly regulated by mechanical stimuli received by cells via mechanotransduction 
through the ECM [22-29]. This causes angiogenic neovessels to respond to the 
mechanical properties of the ECM. However, neovessels remodel the ECM during 
growth through a combination of applied traction forces, proteolytic activity and 
generation of new cell-matrix adhesions, changing the properties that regulate growth. 
This creates a dynamic feedback loop in which angiogenesis is coupled with
2
3deformation and remodeling of the matrix. This feedback loop is an example of the 
spatially and temporally complexity frequently seen in morphogenesis. Common 
experimental techniques often do not possess the spatial and temporal resolution to 
study the dynamic interaction between angiogenic neovessels and the ECM at the 
microscale as well as examine how these interactions integrate and generate 
organization and alignment under macroscale conditions such as boundary constraint. 
Therefore, computational modeling is often used to supplement experimental efforts 
when investigating morphogenesis.
1.2 Research Goals
This dissertation discusses my research efforts to investigate the role of cell-matrix 
mechanics during angiogenesis as neovessels respond to the mechanical properties o f 
the ECM, as well as how cells dynamically apply traction and remodel matrix properties 
during growth. Computational simulations allow investigators to test and compare 
hypotheses in a systematic manner without performing the necessary experiments, 
which may be exceedingly difficult or impossible using available culture techniques. 
The goal o f  this research was to develop, implement, and validate a computational 
framework that simulates the dynamic mechanical interaction between angiogenic 
neovessels and the ECM in order to supplement and enhance the interpretation of our 
experimental efforts. In this novel framework, a growth model of angiogenic 
neovessels is coupled with the finite element method to solve for the deformation 
produced by cellular remodeling o f the ECM and provide dynamic feedback back to the 
vessels during growth. This dissertation will demonstrate that this framework is
4capable at accurately predicting vascular organization, topology, and alignment under 
changes in three matrix conditions: fibril alignment (Chapter 3), density (Chapter 4), 
and boundary conditions (Chapter 5).
1.3 Chapter Summary 
Chapter 2 provides the necessary background in angiogenesis including current 
experimental and computational techniques. Chapter 3 presents the growth model, 
which uses ECM fibril orientation at the neovessel sprout to determine the direction o f 
growth. In Chapter 4 the growth model is modified to regulate the rate of neovessel 
growth and branching relative to local matrix density. Matrix fibril orientation and 
density are properties of the matrix that change during culture as neovessels remodel the 
matrix. Chapter 5 covers the methods and implementation of the coupling between the 
growth model and the nonlinear finite element software FEBio. Chapters 3-5 each 
present validation of the modeling framework by comparing predictions to experimental 
results. Chapter 6 summarizes and discusses the results of the previous chapters, the 
role the findings play in the field of angiogenesis research, and the limitations and 
future work for the computational framework.
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2.1 The Formation of Microvascular Networks 
Angiogenesis refers to the process by which new blood vessels sprout and grow 
from existing vasculature. The function o f vascular networks is to facilitate the delivery 
of oxygen and other nutrients and the removal of wastes. The three primary types of 
blood vessels are arteries, veins, and capillaries. Capillaries consist of an endothelium 
and a single layer o f  stromal cells (pericytes) and provide the diffusion gradients that 
cells require for transport. Networks of capillaries are often referred to as 
microcirculation or microvasculature. In both embryonic and adult tissue, new blood 
vessels are generated from pre-existing vasculature via neovessel sprouting [1-3]. 
Sprouting angiogenesis involves the following events: 1) degradation o f basement 
membrane and detachment and migration o f pericytes into the ECM, 2) migration o f 
vascular endothelial cells into the extracellular matrix (ECM) and formation o f the 
neovessel sprout, 3) elongation o f the sprout as endothelial cells lagging behind tip cells 
proliferation. Neovessel maturation involves the formation of lumen, recruitment of 
pericytes within the ECM to the surface o f  the neovessels, and formation o f a new 
basement membrane. The formation o f  a functional neovascularization requires
neovessels to form new vascular connection by fusing with other vessels (i.e., 
anastomosis) which increases the interconnectivity of the vascular network.
The ECM facilitates signaling across the extracellular space and provides both 
mechanical and biochemical regulatory signaling for cells [4-7]. A variety of stimuli 
from the ECM integrate to influence angiogenic growth during vascular morphogenesis. 
Many pro-angiogenic factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), 
fibroblast growth factor (FGF), and transforming growth factor- ft  (TGF-ft) are 
embedded within the ECM and can be released about ECM degradation and remodeling 
[8-10]. Additionally, angiogenic vascular cells mechanically interact with the ECM 
through the secretion of proteolytic enzymes, generation of new integrin binding, 
application of traction forces and migration. The influence that individual neovessel 
sprouts exert on the matrix can cause signaling in other neovessels via 
mechanotransduction. In vitro models of angiogenesis are often used to systematically 
isolate and study individual components within this complex assortment of factors, 
offering a more controlled environment compared to in vivo models.
This chapter discusses common in vitro models of angiogenesis and provides 
background on recent experimental findings related to this dissertation. Section 2.2 
discusses cell culture models of angiogenesis, while Section 2.3 discusses organ culture 
models. Section 2.4 outlines the changes angiogenic sprouts cause within the matrix 
during growth and remodeling. Section 2.5 discusses the findings demonstrating the 
regulation of vascular organization and alignment via mechanical boundary conditions 
during angiogenesis.
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2.2 Cell Culture Models of Angiogenesis 
The majority of experimental investigations into angiogenesis and vascular 
assembly involved cultures of isolated vascular or prevascular cells. The simplest 
models used in these studies were endothelial cell migration assays [11-24]. During 
angiogenesis, endothelial cells within neovessel sprouts migrate into the ECM. These 
experiments involved single endothelial cells migrating on an ECM surface. This 
model is commonly used in the study of chemotaxis during migration. An increase in 
overall cell motility can be an indication of increased neovessel invasion, which is a 
component of angiogenic activity. Other studies into the regulation of angiogenesis 
have utilized endothelial cell differentiation assays [25-36]. In these experiments, 
endothelial cells are plated onto or into a matrix such as collagen which stimulates the 
migration, differentiation, and formation of tubule structures that resemble neovessels. 
These assays, also referred to as tubulogenesis assays, involve endothelial cells 
assembling into vessel-like structures rather than neovessel sprouting. The formation of 
tubules in vitro depends on numbers factors including cell density, matrix composition 
and density, and soluble growth factors.
Capillary sprouting assays are similar to tubulogenesis assays but in these 
experiments tubules sprout from an endothelial monolayer and offer a more realistic 
representation of angiogenesis in vivo. A common approach is to culture vascular cells 
on the surface of microcarrier beads embedded within an ECM environment that 
promotes assembly and sprouting into capillary-like structures such as collagen, fibrin, 
or Matrigel [37-50]. In these cultures, vascular cells grow out as chains from the bead 
surface into the ECM. These cultures almost always involve vascular endothelial cells,
10
such as HUVECs (human umbilical vascular endothelial cells), and some experiments 
included vascular smooth muscle cells and pericytes. These experiments have provided 
useful insight into the regulation of capillary sprouting by growth factors [37,50], cell­
cell interactions [38,42,48], ECM composition and density [39,41,43,46], and matrix 
proteolysis through MMPs (matrix metalloproteinases) [40,44,49]. Although useful in 
vitro assays of angiogenesis, these isolated cell systems lack the multicellular 
organization and signaling found in microvessels in vivo. For this reason, many 
investigators have turned to systems that involve isolated vessels rather than cells to 
study angiogenesis.
2.3 Organ Culture Models of Angiogenesis 
While cell culture models o f  angiogenesis are useful models for studying angiogenic 
outgrowth and capillary sprouting, vascular cells in these models do not form new 
vascular connections and do not offer insight into the morphogenesis o f  vascular 
networks. Isolated vessel systems utilize an organ culture of native vascular elements 
rather than isolated cells. These models involve the migration of endothelial cells and 
pericytes from neovessel sprouts that form at the excised ends o f parent vessel 
segments. In past studies, parent vessel fragments have been obtained from 
macrovessels, such as the aortic ring [51-59] or inferior vena cava [60], or microvessels 
from epididymal fat pads [61-73]. Numerous studies investigating the mechanical 
regulation o f sprouting angiogenesis have been performed using organ cultures o f 
microvessel fragments seeded within 3D collagen gels [64,65,69-73]. In these 
experiments, parent vessel fragments contain associated perivascular cells and retain
11
their basement membrane after initial harvest and seeding. Sprouts elongate as patent 
tubes, branching and fusing with other vessels, and forming a new vascular network that 
ultimately fills the construct. Neovessel constructs form a functional vascular tree when 
implanted, rapidly inosculating with the recipient host circulation after implantation and 
carrying blood [74].
The methodology for creating these cultures was developed by Hoying et al. [61]. 
Rat microvessel fragments were isolated from minced rat epididymal fat pads and 
suspended in liquid type-I collagen. The collagen solution was poured into custom 
rectangular Teflon molds prior to polymerization. In certain experiments, a sterilized 
stainless steel mesh was inserted into the gel prior to polymerization to constrain 
displacement during growth. Microvessels were cultured in serum-free growth media. 
Neovessel sprouting typically began around Day 3, and well-established vascular 
networks formed by Day 6 (Figure 2.1). On the sixth day of culture, the constructs 
were fixed and endothelial cells were labeled and imaged using confocal microscopy. 
Volumetric datasets were processed and skeletonized and morphometric data describing 
the vascular network was collected using a custom software application. In some 
studies, confocal reflection microscopy was performed to visualize collagen fibril 
orientation within the construct.
2.4 Angiogenic Neovessels Remodel the ECM 
Angiogenic neovessels within these organ cultures extensively remodel the ECM 
[64,75]. Neovessel sprouts from initial microvessel fragments extend into the matrix, 




Figure 2.1: Angiogenic growth within an unconstrained vascularized construct, 
showing images of different cultures at different time points of growth after initial 
seeding. Unconstrained gels were free-floating and allowed to contract in all directions. 
Neovessel sprouting typically began at Day 3 of culture and well-established vascular 
networks with no preferred orientation formed by Day 6. Scale bar 200 ^m.
sectional area of rectangular vascularized constructs reached ~20% of avascular control 
gels (Figure 2.2 A). The combined effects of matrilysis, cell adhesion, and the 
contraction and reorientation of ECM fibrils resulted in drastic changes to the material 
properties of the constructs. mRNA expression levels for MMPs were increased at Day 
6 of growth compared to Day 0 (Figure 2.2 B), and this increased proteolytic activity 
coincided with a decrease in the dynamic stiffness of the construct (Figure 2.2 C). The 
angiogenic phenotype in endothelial cells is marked by increased proteolytic activity, 
and a primary function of MMPs is collagen cleavage, a prerequisite for endothelial 
cells invasion and angiogenesis [76,77]. However, by Day 10, the dynamic stiffness 
was increased compared to the stiffness of initial cultures, even though proteolytic 
mRNA expression remained high (Figure 2.2 B, C). As neovessels applied traction and 
contracted the matrix, the cells compacted the collagen fibrils, condensing and 
reorienting fibrils toward the neovessel tip (Figure 2.3 A). This contraction resulted in 
exudation of water from the matrix and increased fibril density, increasing the stiffness 
of the vascularized constructs. Additionally, mRNA expression for matrix molecules 
that promote the angiogenic phenotype such as fibronectin (FN), decorin (DCN), and 
tenascin C (TNC) increased during growth [78-83], while levels of the angiogenesis- 
inhibiting molecule hyaluronan (HAS) decreased (Figure 2.3 B) [84]. The creation of 
new cell-matrix adhesions through these matrix molecules likely contributed to the 
increased stiffness in the constructs. Neovessel and ECM fibril alignment induced by 
cell-generated contraction likely contributes to this stiffness increase as well. In 
summary, these experiments demonstrated that the process of angiogenic growth causes 
dramatic changes in the material properties of the ECM, suggesting a finely regulated
14
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Figure 2.2: Angiogenic neovessels remodel the extracellular matrix (ECM) during 
growth. (A) Normalized cross-sectional area of the rectangular gels at Day 1, Day 6 
and Day 10 of growth. The cross-sectional area of the gel significantly decreased over 
time as microvessels applied traction and contracted the matrix inward. (B) Normalized 
levels of mRNA expression for proteolytic matrix metalloproteases (MMPs) at Day 0, 
Day 1, Day 6 and Day 10. Expression of these proteolytic enzymes significantly 
increased over culture time. (C) Harmonic oscillation viscoelastic testing was used to 
measure the dynamic stiffness of the vascularized constructs at Day 1, Day 6 and Day 
10. The cultures were tested at equilibrium strain levels of 2%, 4% and 10% at 
frequencies of 0.05, 0.1, 1.0 and 5.0 Hz. Increased MMP expression during growth 
reduced the dynamic stiffness of the cultures by Day 6. However, by Day 10 the 
dynamic stiffness was increased compared to the stiffness of initial cultures, even 
though proteolytic mRNA expression remained high. This was likely due to 
compaction of the matrix, reducing the fluid phase of the constructs.
16
FN HAS DCN TEN C 
Figure 2.3: Angiogenic neovessels apply traction to the ECM and create new cell- 
matrix adhesions during growth. (A) Two-photon image of a neovessel sprout, 
indicated by the yellow arrow. Vessels were imaged using autofluorescence (green) 
and the collagen matrix was imaged using second-harmonic generation (white). As 
neovessels apply traction and contract the matrix, they draw collagen fibrils closer, 
condensing and re-orientating ECM fibrils toward the neovessel tip. Scale bar 20 ^m. 
(B) Normalized expression for matrix molecules fibronectin (FN), decorin (DCN), 
tenascin C (TNC), and hyaluronan (HAS) at Day 0, Day 1, Day 6 and Day 10 of 
growth. During angiogenesis, expression of matrix molecules that promote 
angiogenesis increased (FN, DCN, TEN C) while expression for the angiogenesis- 
inhibiting molecule HAS decreased.
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relationship between angiogenesis, the forces generated by neovessels during growth, 
and the mechanical properties of the ECM.
2.5 Effects of Mechanical Boundary Conditions on Vascular Alignment 
Studies revealed a tight regulation between angiogenic growth and the mechanical 
properties of the ECM [64]. In the next study, this regulation was further investigated 
by examining the effects of mechanical stretch and boundary conditions on 
angiogenesis [65]. Mechanical boundary conditions and loading can significantly affect 
the morphometry of the vascular network and induce alignment (Figure 2.4). In these 
experiments, microvessels were cultured in rectangular gels with a long aspect ratio 
measuring 20.0 mm along the long axis, 5.0 mm along the short axis, and 3.0 mm 
through the thickness. Vessels within unconstrained constructs (i.e., shape controls) 
were randomly orientated with no preferred direction. When a 6% static or cyclic 
stretch was applied along the long-axis of the rectangular constructs, microvessels were 
found highly aligned along the direction of applied stretch. However, simply 
constraining the long-axis of the construct and with no applied stretch resulted in the 
same amount of vascular alignment, and applying load did not produce additional 
alignment over simply anchoring the culture. Additionally, collagen fibers were aligned 
along the long-axis in both the constrained cultures (no stretch) as well as the static and 
cyclically stretched cultures [65]. When these loading scenarios were replicated using 
avascular constructs, fibers were only oriented in the static and cyclic stretching cases
[65]. These results indicate that while externally applied mechanical loads are capable 
of aligning collagen fibrils, internal traction generated by neovessels in the constrained
18
Figure 2.4: Applied load and mechanical boundary conditions affect the topology 
of the vascular network and induce alignment. (A) Microvessels in shape control 
constructs exhibited no preference in p, while vessels within the no stretch, static 
stretch, and cyclic stretch groups were significantly aligned along the long-axis (x- 
axis). (B) Microvessels in all the experimental conditions exhibited preferential 
alignment within the horizontal plane, as indicated by the large percentage of 
vessels oriented perpendicular to the vertical axis (z-axis). (C) Angiogenic growth 
within a no stretch (long-axis constrained) vascularized construct, showing images 
of different cultures at different time points of growth after initial seeding. These 
gels were constrained along the long axis, indicated by the horizontal double arrow, 
using a stainless steel mesh. At Day 6 of growth, microvessels were highly aligned 
the constrained axis. Scale bar 200 ^m.
cultures were sufficient to induce fibril alignment. Neovessels align with these fibrils 
via contact guidance, causing a positive feedback loop which results in the alignment of 
both microvessels and collagen fibrils along the constrained axis. Applying strain to the 
gels did not significantly increase alignment past the levels induced by the boundary 
constraint alone.
In a separate study, the implantation of pre-aligned vascularized constructs into 
immunocompromised mice was examined to determine the role of pre-existing vascular 
organization on subsequent neovessel growth and alignment (Figure 2.5) [69]. 
Rectangular constructs were grown in vitro within a stainless steel frame to constrain 
contraction along the long-axis. As a result, microvessels were highly aligned along the 
constrained long-axis prior to implantation at Day 7. During implantation, constructs 
were either cut away from the frame (unframed) or implanted with the frame (framed). 
At Day 30, microvessels within the unframed constructs had lost the initial pre­
alignment and had no preferred directions, while vessels within the framed constructs 
remained highly aligned along the constrained axis (Figure 2.5 A). These results 
demonstrate that pre-alignment of microvascular precursors does not significantly 
influence the final topology of the microvascular network. Rather, the displacement 
constraint in the framed implants caused these constructs to maintain their prepatterned 
orientation. Computational simulations demonstrated that the difference in the 3D 
deformation pattern between the unframed and framed constructs during growth and 
remodeling was sufficient to explain these results (Figure 2.5 B). Finite element (FE) 
models were used to simulate the contraction of a construct, and nodal displacement 
from the simulation was interpolated to a skeletonized collection of
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Pre-Implant in vitro Day 7 Unframed in vivo Day 30 Framed in vivo Day 30
Figure 2.5: Implantation of pre-aligned vascularized constructs into 
immunocompromised mice demonstrates that pre-existing vascular organization has no 
effect on subsequent vascular alignment. (A) Confocal images of pre-aligned 
vascularized constructs at Day 7, prior to implantation (pre-implant, left). Constructs 
were pre-aligned by constraining the long-axis of the rectangular gels with a stainless 
steel mesh. Prior to implantation, constructs were either cut from the frame (unframed, 
middle) or left within the stainless steel frame (framed, right). Implants were removed 
and imaged at Day 30, revealing that microvessels within the unframed constructs had 
lost the initial pre-alignment and had no preferred direction, while vessels within the 
framed constructs remained highly aligned. (B) The deformation field from the finite 
element models was interpolated to a skeletonized dataset of randomly-orientated 
microvessels in order to determine how the deformation would affect vascular 
alignment. In the pre-implant simulation, microvessels were preferentially aligned 
along the long-axis of the construct. However, removal of the boundary condition in 
the unframed simulation caused microvessels to lose this alignment. Vessels in the 
framed simulation were subject to the boundary condition during the entire simulation 
and as a result were more highly aligned than vessels prior to implantation.
randomly-orientated microvessels. Once the boundary condition was removed, the 
unframed constructs began to contract isotropically rather than anistropically, and as a 
result, microvessels lost pre-alignment and became randomly oriented. These results 
demonstrate that constraining the ends of the culture to prevent contraction along the 
long-axis is sufficient to cause and maintain vascular alignment, and pre-organized 
microvasculature cannot maintain alignment without the displacement constraint.
These studies demonstrated the effects of deformation due to cell-generated traction 
forces and boundary conditions on vascular alignment, but the mechanisms behind these 
effects remained unclear. For example, do neovessels orient along tension along the 
constrained axis of the culture? Or, do microvessels become aligned along the direction 
of highest effective stiffness (i.e., the constrained axis) as the culture contracts laterally 
along the unconstrained directions? To further investigate the mechanisms by which 
boundary conditions induce vascular alignment, rectangular vascularized constructs 
were subjected to different mechanical conditions [73]. Changing the boundary 
conditions on the culture changes the directions of stress and strain during angiogenic 
growth. Four different sets of boundary conditions on the vascularized constructs were 
investigated in this study (ordered from least to most constrained): unconstrained 
(UNC), long-axis constrained (LAC), short-axis constrained (SAC), and long-short-axis 
constrained (LSAC) (Figure 2.6 A). In these experiments, altering the boundary 
conditions of the construct had significant effects on the length, branching, and 
orientation of the vascular network (Figure 2.6 B-D). Growth and branching decreased 
as the constructs became more constrained (Figure 2.6 B, C). The constrained 
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Figure 2.6: Mechanical boundary conditions regulate the topology of the emerging 
vascular network. (A) Vascularized gel cultures subjected to various mechanical 
boundary conditions (in order from least to most constrained): unconstrained (U, top 
left), long-axis constrained (LAC, top right), short-axis constrained (SAC, bottom 
right), and long-short-axis constrained (LSAC, bottom left). Altering the boundary 
conditions of the gel had significant effects on the length, branching, and orientation 
of the vascular network during angiogenesis. (B) The total length of the vascular 
network per unit of gel volume was measured in each of the boundary condition 
cases. No significant difference in total vascular length could be detected between 
U and LAC cultures, but there was a trend of reduced vascular length in the SAC 
and LSAC cultures, with length in the LSAC experiments significantly reduced. (C) 
The number of branching points per unit of vessel length decreased as the constructs 
became more constrained. (D) Microvessel orientation was measured in each 
boundary condition case by collected the distribution of vessel orientation angles 
with respect of the long-axis of the culture. Microvessels in the LAC cultures were 
highly aligned along the long-axis, while vessels within the U, SAC, and LSAC 
exhibited no preference.
applied by neovessels, and they are unable to condense the matrix and contract the 
construct along the constrained direction. As a result, tension (stress) develops along 
this direction. The trend of decreased growth and branching seen in the more 
constrained constructs suggests that raising the effective stiffness of the matrix through 
boundary constraint, thereby impeding the ability of neovessels to deform and remodel 
the matrix, reduces angiogenesis.
Microvessels in the UNC constructs were oriented randomly, while vessels in the 
LAC constructs were highly aligned along the constrained long-axis (Figure 2.6 D). 
However, in the SAC and LSAC cases, microvessels did not orient with respect to 
either the long- or short-axis of the constructs. In the constrained construct 
experiments, tension developed along the constrained directions as neovessel attempt to 
contract the matrix. The finding that microvessels in SAC constructs did not orient 
along the short-axis suggests that neovessels do not align along tension during growth. 
Furthermore, independent experiments demonstrated that elastic stress does not 
accumulate within these constructs. In experiments involving LAC constructs treated 
with Cytochalsin D to prevent cellular force generation, there was no measureable 
retraction once the construct was cut away from the boundary constraint. These results 
suggest that significant elastic stresses do not accumulate within the matrix due to the 
viscoelastic nature of collagen hydrogels, as stress is dissipated at a rate faster than they 
accumulate. The constrained gel experiments demonstrate that the deformation of the 
gel in response to cell-generated forces and remodeling is sufficient to cause 
microvascular alignment. In the LAC gels, the gel was free to deform lateral to the 
long-axis causing microvessels to align along the constrained axis. The SAC gels can
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be thought of as a strip biaxial test: the short-axis was constrained, and the long-axis 
had a high effective stiffness as well due the aspect ratio of the gel. This prevented 
contraction along both the long- and short-axes of the gel during the culture, and as a 
result neovessels in these gels had no preferred alignment within the long-short plane.
Although these experiments have demonstrated that macroscale conditions such as 
gel boundary constraint can induce organization and alignment during angiogenesis, 
current experimental techniques lack the spatial and temporal resolution to determine 
the mechanisms behind these phenomena. The constrained vascularized gel 
experiments do not provide information about the state o f  stress and/or strain at the 
cellular level (microscale) and how changes to gel boundary conditions affects 
microscale mechanics and therefore matrix deformation and growth. Additionally, data 
from these experiments are limited to a single time-point so the experiments provide 
very little insight into the dynamics of the process. Computational modeling provides 
the means to supplement these experiments and provide insight into the mechanisms 
behind the biomechanical regulation o f angiogenesis.
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CHAPTER 3
A COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF IN VITRO ANGIOGENESIS 
BASED ON EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX 
FIBER ORIENTATION*
3.1 Abstract
Recent interest in the process of vascularization within the biomedical community 
has motivated numerous new research efforts focusing on the process of angiogenesis. 
Although the role of chemical factors during angiogenesis has been well documented, 
the role of mechanical factors, such as the interaction between angiogenic vessels and 
the extracellular matrix, remains poorly understood. In vitro methods for studying 
angiogenesis exist, however, measurements available using such techniques often suffer 
from limited spatial and temporal resolution. For this reason, computational models 
have been extensively employed to investigate various aspects of angiogenesis. This 
manuscript outlines the formulation and validation of a simple and robust computational 
model developed to accurately simulate angiogenesis based on length, branching, and 
orientation morphometrics collected from vascularized tissue constructs. Microvessels 
were represented as a series of connected line segments. The morphology of the vessels
‘Reprinted with permission, Edgar, L.T., Sibole, S.C., Underwood, C.J., Guilkey, J.E., and J.A. Weiss, “A computational model of 
in vitro angiogenesis based on extracellular matrix fibre orientation," Computer Methods in Biomechanics and Biomedical 
Engineering, 2013.
was determined by a linear combination of the collagen fiber orientation, the vessel 
density gradient, and a random walk component. Excellent agreement was observed 
between computational and experimental morphometric data over time. Computational 
predictions of microvessel orientation within an anisotropic matrix correlated well with 
experimental data. The accuracy of this modeling approach makes it a valuable 
platform for investigating the role of mechanical interactions during angiogenesis.
3.2 Introduction
Angiogenesis, the process by which new blood vessels sprout off from existing 
vasculature, is highly sensitive to both the chemical and the mechanical 
microenvironment [1 - 4]. During angiogenesis, endothelial cells within existing blood 
vessels detach from the basement membrane, migrate into the ECM, and form sprouts 
that elongate and eventually mature into new vasculature. Externally applied and cell­
generated traction forces affect motility, metabolism, proliferation and differentiation of 
all anchorage-dependent cells, including endothelial cells and pericytes that participate 
in angiogenesis [5 - 11]. Mechanical stimuli received by cells via mechanotransduction 
depends on the structure and composition of the extracellular matrix (ECM) [12, 13] 
and on cell receptor structures bound to ECM components [14].
The mechanism as to how mechanical forces, 3D boundary conditions and ECM 
structure/composition influence neovessel growth during angiogenesis is poorly 
understood. Investigating this mechanism is difficult as the ECM is constantly 
remodeled and reorganized during angiogenesis through protease activity, formation of 
new cell-matrix adhesions, and cellular force generation [15, 16]. Overcoming these
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challenges and characterizing the mechanical interactions between angiogenic 
microvessels and the ECM would not only provide new insight into the driving forces 
behind morphogenic processes, but would also lead to new design considerations for 
engineering patterned microvasculature.
The role of mechanical factors during angiogenesis has been previously investigated 
in vitro using a novel 3D culture method [3, 16 - 19]. Using this method, sprouting 
occurs within microvessel fragments in a spontaneous and consistent manner. Sprouts 
elongate as patent tubes, branching and forming anastomoses with other vessels [20, 
21]. In free floating constructs, microvascular networks were found to have no 
preferred orientation. When the vascularized constructs were subject to an applied 
strain or a boundary constraint, microvessels and collagen fibers were found aligned 
along the constrained axis [3]. It is unclear if  this alignment arises from microvessel 
growth being directed along aligned collagen fibers, from microvessels being reoriented 
due to contraction of the matrix and internal remodeling, or from some combination of 
both mechanisms.
Computational models can be utilized to supplement experimental efforts, often 
providing investigators with the ability to view systems at time points not sampled 
during the experiment or test hypotheses in ways not possible in the lab. Growth 
models have proven useful to investigators studying angiogenesis [22 -  27]. 
Computational frameworks can be categorized into different classes depending on how 
the system of interest is represented. Continuous models are typically governed by 
differential equations based on physical laws, while discrete models assemble a 
collection of discrete geometric units that behave according to a particular set of rules.
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Continuous-discrete models, or hybrid models, combine both approaches, often through 
determining the behavior of discrete units by solving a problem governed by physical 
laws. A computational model capable of simulating the interaction between 
microvessels and the ECM during angiogenesis would be a valuable platform for 
studying the role of mechanical forces, matrix boundary conditions, and ECM 
composition.
Vascular geometry can be captured in two ways: Imaging data from vascularized 
constructs (specimen-specific data) or from computational predictions of microvessel 
growth. Since geometry obtained using the first method is constrained to the time point 
at which the culture was imaged, the second method was chosen as it provides a 
generalized description of microvascular geometry at any desired point in time. This 
manuscript proposes such a computational model of vessel growth, designed to provide 
accurate, up-to-date microvascular geometry during in vitro angiogenesis. The model 
was designed using a continuous-discrete framework. This involves explicit 
representation of the microvessels as discrete structures with the ability to simulate 
elongation, branching, and anastomosis over a regular computational grid. The 
continuous component of the model is in the differential equations used to govern field 
variables that influence neovessel growth. The growth model will also need to 
accurately predict the changes in microvessel growth resulting from ECM anisotropy 
and imposed boundary conditions as seen in the laboratory. The objectives of this study 
were to develop such a growth model and to demonstrate its ability to describe 




3.3.1 Cell culture experiments -  In vitro model of angiogenesis 
Morphometric data were collected from in vitro cultures of angiogenic microvessels in 
order to calibrate the computational growth model and to determine if predictions from 
the simulation framework were valid. Based on previously described methods [20], 38 
microvessel cultures were prepared from 5 separate dissections. Microvessel fragments 
were isolated from epydidimal fat pads harvested from retired breeder Sprague-Dawley 
rats while conforming to the University of Utah Institutional Animal Care and Use 
Committee (IACUC). The fat pads were minced, digested with enzymes and subjected 
to sequential filtration. The filtration step allows the removal of large clumps of tissue 
as well as single cells from the suspension. The remaining filtrate was spun down in a 
centrifuge, and the resulting pellet consisted of microvessel fragments. Sterile rat tail 
type I collagen (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ) was mixed with concentrated 
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM, GIBCO-Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) to a 
density of 3.0 mg/ml collagen in 1X DMEM. The pellet of microvessel fragments was 
resuspended in the collagen/DMEM solution at a density of 15,000 fragments/ml, and 
the solution was transferred to circular culture wells (diam. ~ 15mm). The collagen was 
allowed to polymerize at 37°C, 95% humidity for 30 minutes. Constructs were 
incubated in serum-free media [32] supplemented with rhVEGF (10 ng/ml, VEGF 165, 
PeproTech, Rocky Hill, NJ). The constructs cast within the circular culture wells were 
free-floating with no applied stretch or imposed boundary conditions, which created 
collagen fibers with no preferred orientation (random) (Figure 3.1 A, B). Constructs 
were incubated at 37°C and 95% humidity for 7 days, after which the microvascular
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Figure 3.1: Microvessel cultures provided an in vitro model of angiogenesis used for 
validating the computational model. Collagen gels serving as the ECM were subjected to 
two different boundary conditions. (A) Round, free-floating culture at Day 0. (B) After 
6 days, free-floating gels were uniformly contracted by cellular traction forces. Scale bar 
= 5 mm. (C) Rectangular collagen gel with the long axis constrained at Day 0. (D) 
After 6 days, the fixed-edge constructs contracted along the short axis, with the most 
contraction found at the center of the gel (furthest point away from the boundary 
conditions). Microvessels and collagen fibers within these constructs were found 
predominately orientated along the constrained axis, shown as a white dashed line. Scale 
bar = 5 mm. (E) A 10X light micrograph displaying initial microvessel fragments within 
a free-floating collagen gel at Day 0. (F) Representative growth profile seen within a 
free-floating vascularized construct after 6 days of culture. Scale bar = 200 p,m.
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network within each construct was imaged using confocal microscopy.
To create the anisotropic ECM condition, 5 rectangular vascularized constructs were 
also prepared. These constructs were subjected to fixed-edge boundary conditions by 
allowing the collagen to polymerize within a stainless steel mesh, preventing 
contraction o f the collagen gel along the long axis but leaving the rest o f  the gel free to 
contract (Figure 3.1 C, D). This boundary condition produces microvessel and collagen 
fibril alignment along the long axis of the constructs [3]. Microvessel orientation data 
were collected after 6 days of growth to compare with the simulation results. Collagen 
fiber orientation data were also collected to provide the fiber orientation information for 
the model when simulating the anisotropic matrix condition.
3.3.2 Image acquisition and processing 
At the end of each culture period, the vascularized constructs were fixed with 4% 
formaldehyde overnight and then washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) 
containing 0.1% Triton-X-100. Endothelial cells were stained with a 2 |ig/ml solution 
of Isolectin IB4-Alexa 488 conjugate (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). 3D image datasets of 
the stained microvessels were obtained using laser scanning confocal microscopy 
(Olympus FV1000 CLSM) utilizing a 488 nm excitation laser and a 10X objective. Six 
adjacent fields (1.27x1.27 mm) were acquired about the construct center through a 
depth of 300 |im from the bottom surface of the gel with a 2.5 |im z-step interval. 
Individual image stacks were acquired at a resolution of 512 x 512 x 300 voxels.
The image stacks for the 6 adjacent fields were stitched together using custom 
software. Unless specified, all other image processing was performed through Amira™
(Mercury Computer Systems, Carlsbad, CA). A blind deconvolution (10 iterations) was 
performed on image stacks using a point spread function based on the numerical 
aperture (NA = 0.4, 10X -  air), wavelength of light (A = 520 nm), and an estimate of the 
refractive index of the collagen gel (n = 1.35, [33]) to eliminate out-of-plane blur. 
Volume data were filtered to remove fragments smaller than 600 |im , as it was 
observed that objects below this size range were usually due to single cells, debris or 
noise and did not represent microvessels. Microvessel volumes were then reduced to 
line segments by a skeletonization algorithm as previously described [3, 16]. A custom 
application was used to analyze the skeletonized data and collect the total vessel length 
and number of branches in each culture [34]. Although it is possible that some branch 
points may represent anastomoses, it was assumed that all branch points represent new 
sprouts branching from existing vessels. This is a reasonable assumption because 
anastomosis requires microvessels to be within close proximity of each other and the 
topology of the microvascular network in this culture model primarily results from 
divergent growth [3, 16 - 19].
3.3.3 Morphometric data -  Vascular length 
A function describing microvessel growth over time was created from experimental 
data to define growth within the computational model. For each time point sampled, the 
length of all microvessels within the field was normalized by the initial number of 
microvessel fragments. The number of initial fragments was calculated from the 
seeding density used when preparing the cultures (15,000 fragments/ml). This 
normalization ensures that the growth mechanisms within the model are independent
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from the initial microvessel seeding density. Length metric data from each experiment 
were averaged across each of the free-floating cultures, and these data were fit with a 4- 
parameter sigmoid curve:
g  ^t  ^  g0 +  1 +  e -[(t-t1/2 )/ *] (3.1)
This function describes the total vascular length within the domain at any point in 
time. A sigmoid curve was chosen to describe microvessel growth, as such a curve is 
often used to describe population growth restricted by limited resources (carrying 
capacity). In Equation 3.1, go is the initial microvessel length (bottom of the sigmoid 
curve), ai is the range of the function (top minus bottom), ti/2 is the time at which g(t) is 
halfway in between the top and bottom of the sigmoid curve, and bi describes the 
steepness of the curve. The carrying capacity of the system can be described as g 0 + ai .
3.3.4 Morphometric data -  Vascular branching
The computational model also required a function describing microvessel branching 
over time. For each time point, the number of branch points within the field were 
averaged together and normalized by the initial number of microvessel fragments. The 
branching b(t) was calculated by fitting the average branching data with a 3-parameter 
exponential curve:
b  ( t  )  =  b0 +  a 2 e b2t (3.2)
In this equation, b0 describes the initial number of branches, a2 scales the 
exponential term, and b2 describes the rate of branch formation. An exponential 
function was used to describe branch formation as branching metric data taken from
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experimental cultures do not appear to approach any limit during the 7 day culture 
period.
3.3.5 Collagen fiber orientation 
The culture and imaging procedure described above was repeated for the 5 fixed- 
edge constructs at day 6 of culture. Measurements from these constructs included the 
angles for all microvessel segments relative to the constrained axis (long axis). The 
structural organization of the underlying collagen matrix within the fixed-edge 
constructs was quantified by imaging collagen fibrils using confocal reflectance 
microscopy with a 60X water objective and a 633 nm laser. For each construct, two 
stacks were acquired through a depth of 120 |im with a 1 |im z-step interval. An 
orientation of collagen fibers was determined from the images by employing a 2D 
Fourier transform technique on each image [35, 36]. The angle distributions from the 5 
cultures were averaged together and fit with a Gaussian distribution. This distribution 
was used to seed a vector field that represents an anisotropic matrix for the 
computational growth model.
3.3.6 Computational model — Overview 
The computational model of vessel growth during in vitro angiogenesis was 
calibrated and validated with data obtained using the methods described above. The 
formulation and implementation was 3D, although for simplicity the simulations 
presented in this manuscript were only performed in two dimensions. The simulation 
domain, or virtual ECM, was discretized with a regular quadrilateral mesh with an
element spacing of 31.75 ^m in each direction. Local field information such as ECM 
collagen fibril orientation and microvessel density was specified at each o f  the grid 
nodes. At any position (x,y), the field described at the nodes could be mapped to that 
point via bilinear shape functions:
4
p ( x ,  y ) =  X  S i  -x i  i i i  (3.3)
i=1
where p was a field variable and S(x,y) were the values of the shape functions for each 
of the four nodes of the cell, evaluated at the point (xy) (Figure 3.2). This approach can 
be applied to include any field information deemed pertinent by the user. The 
dimensions of the domain were 1.27x1.27 mm for all simulations, corresponding to the 
10X field of view on the confocal microscope. Periodic boundary conditions were 
imposed on all edges o f  the simulation domain.
3.3.7 Computational model -  Vessel elongation 
Initial microvessel fragments were represented as discrete independent line 
segments with lengths corresponding to the value of the sigmoid growth curve g(t) at 
time t = 0 (Equation 3.1). Twenty-five fragments (average number in the field of view 
o f a confocal image) were seeded throughout the domain, each at a random position and 
with a random orientation.
At each time step, microvessel growth was represented by the addition o f new 
segments to the free ends of existing segments. A variable time step was implemented 
to limit the growth of any vessel segment to half a grid cell. The length of each new 
segment was calculated by referencing the growth curve g(t) and determining the
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Figure 3.2: Microvessels were represented as a series of line segments. At each 
time step, neovessel growth occurred through the addition of a new line segment at 
the active tips of existing segments. The orientation of new segments was 
determined from information stored at the nodes of the grid cell. In this figure, the 
red and blue arrows represent directional cues determined by field information 
stored at the nodes. The red arrows are longer than the blue to represent the uneven 
weighting of various factors, i.e., collagen fibril direction was more influential than 
vessel density gradient. The direction of the new segment (purple arrow) was 
determined by interpolation of red and blue field variables via bilinear shape 
functions (Equation 2.3). At each time step, a segment formed a branch if a random 
number was below a branching probability parameter. The yellow segment 
demonstrates a branch formation. Anastomoses can form anywhere along a 
microvessel where an intersection occurs, as shown by the green line segment.
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change in length over the time step size (Equation 3.1). With this method of vessel 
elongation, all vessels within the domain grow by the same amount at each time step. 
While this method may not accurately describe real growth of an individual neovessel, 
this method does provide valid predictions of microvascular topology in an averaged 
sense. The direction of new segments was determined by a linear combination of 
several directional cues. The orientation vector v for a newly created segment was 
found using the following expression:
In Equation 3.4, the vector 0coli was along the direction of local collagen fibers, the 
vector 0vdens was calculated from the vessel density gradient to cause microvessels to 
grow away from regions of high microvessel density, and the vector 6rand was a 
random-walk component. The scalars w1, w2, and w3 were the weights for each of these 
components. Each of the directional components was determined by mapping field 
information stored at the nodes of the grid to the position of the new segment (Equation
Microvessel branching was modeled as a stochastic process. During each time step, 
each segment was assigned a random number between 0 and 1. Branching occurred 
when a segment’s random number was less than a branching probability value:
V  =  w A o l l  +  w 2 # v d e n s  +  w 3 P r rand (3.4)
3.3).
3.3.8 Computational model -  Branching
i f  r a n d  [0.1] < B , form a new branch 
else do not branch
(3.5)
The initial branching probability, B 0, value was determined using a golden section, 
single variable, bounded optimization algorithm to minimize the root-mean-square 
(RMS) error between simulated and experimental length and branch metrics. This 
probability value was assigned to all initial fragments at t = 0 where Equation 3.5 is 
undefined. Multiplying by the time step At eliminated dependence of branching 
behavior on time step size. Based on Equation 3.5, the branching probability for an 
individual line segment decreases as time increases. This particular behavior was 
chosen because the rate at which new segments formed in the model would otherwise 
far outpace the rate at which new branches were observed to form in the experimental 
cultures.
3.3.9 Computational model -  Anastomosis 
Growth tips within close proximity to other microvessels were capable of forming 
anastomoses. At the end of each time step, a search for intersections between all active 
vessel tips and existing segments was conducted. If the intersection found was in 
between two segments within the same vessel, the intersection was ignored to avoid the 
formation of a terminal loop. If the intersecting segments were not from the same 
microvessel, a procedure was used to determine if they would intersect in three 
dimensions. This process is necessary because the model represented a 2D projection 
of vessels in three-dimensions. In three dimensions, a microvessel could be positioned 
at any point throughout the culture thickness of 300 |im. To account for the 3D 
geometry, a test was performed based on the probability of the two microvessels being 
offset by less than 1 microvessel diameter in the third spatial dimension. This involved
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taking the ratio between the microvessel diameter and the culture thickness. If the 
random number was less than this ratio, the microvessels formed an anastomosis and 
cease growth; otherwise, the intersection was ignored.
3.3.10 Computational model -  Optimization of branching 
A golden-section line search was used to determine the optimal value of B0 within 
the branching mechanism (Equation 3.5) by minimizing the RMS error between 
simulated and experimental branching data:
Here, ^ e(ti) was branching metric value from experimental data at a given time 
point, ti, ^m(ti) was the branching metric from the computational simulations, and n was 
the number of time steps taken.
The computational model was designed with the ability to simulate microvessel 
growth under various matrical boundary conditions. Different boundary conditions 
were modeled by changing the orientation of collagen fibrils within the matrix. For 
simulations involving a free-floating collagen gel, a random collagen fiber orientation 
angle between -90° and 90° was generated at each node of the grid. When simulating 
angiogenesis within the anisotropic matrix condition, nodal collagen fiber orientation 
values were seeded using angle distributions collected from the fixed-edge constructs. 
The orientation of microvessels from these simulations was compared to orientation
(3.6)
3.3.11 Computational model -  ECM anisotropy
data from the fixed-edge constructs to verify the model’s ability to predict angiogenesis 
within an anisotropic matrix.
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3.3.12 Computational model -  Optimization of vessel orientation
Microvessel orientation within the model was optimized to match experimental 
data. A routine similar to Equation 3.6 was used to determine the optimal values of the 
weights describing the strength of directional cues when determining the orientation of 
new microvessel segments (wj , w2, w3) (Equation 3.4). These weights were adjusted to 
minimize the RMS error between microvessel orientation in the fixed-edge constructs 
on Day 6 and microvessel orientation from the anisotropic ECM simulations:
where <pe(i) was the percentage of microvessels whose orientation angle fell into discrete 
angle bin i (0°-10°, 10°-20°, ..., 80°-90°) measured off the constrained axis. (f>m(i) was 
the percentage of microvessels found in bin i from the simulations, and n was the 
number of discrete angle bins.
While microvessel elongation within the model was a deterministically-governed 
process, the mechanisms for branching and anastomosis were stochastically-based. 
Since branch formation and anastomosis directly affect the number of active growth 
tips, stochastic variations between different simulations can be passed from these 
random mechanisms to length metric data. To eliminate stochastic variations, growth
(3.7)
3.3.13 Computational model -  Variation due to stochastic processes
rate was normalized by the number of active growth tips currently in the model. This 
adjustment ensures that the total length in each simulation will not vary too far away 
from the value prescribed by g(t), reducing significant variation in length metric data 
over multiple simulations.
The seed used to initialize the random number generator algorithm prior to each 
simulation was varied based on the system clock. In order to assess the degree of 
variance across simulations caused by the stochastic processes, 50 simulations of 
microvessels growing within a randomly-orientated ECM were conducted, each using a 
unique seed. The variance in the length and branch metrics between these trials was 
then evaluated using a 1-way ANOVA.
Variations in the simulation results due to the stochastic components of the model 
prevented convergence to strict tolerances (s  = 1e-7) during the optimization routines. 
Therefore, a constant seed was used while optimizing individual parameters to facilitate 
convergence.
3.4 Results
Microvessel growth profiles were consistent across all in vitro experiments. Very 
little growth occurred before the 3-4 day mark, at which point sprouting was observed. 
Microvessels grew with at a high rate until Day 6-7, after which growth rate began to 
slow as the system neared its carrying capacity (Figure 3.3 -  A). The sigmoid curve fit 
to the averaged length metric data (g(t), Equation 3.1) resulted in an R value of 0.998. 
The number of branch points measured in the vascularized constructs increased 








Figure 3.3: Morphometric data describe microvessel growth and branching during 
angiogenesis. (A) Length metric data (current vessel length/number of vessels at 
Day 1) versus time. The function g(t) was fit to this data (Equation 2.1). (B) 
Microvessel branch metric data (current number o f  branches/number o f  vessels at 
Day 1) versus time. The function b(t) was fit to these data (Equation 2.2). In both 
A and B, points represent experimental data (mean ± standard deviation) while solid 
curves represent regression fits. (C) Z-projection of a representative microvessel 
culture. Image data were collected by imaging vascularized constructs at Day 6 
using a confocal microscope. Scale bar = 400 ^m.
(Figure 3.3 -  C). The exponential curve fit to the averaged branch metric data (b(t), 
Equation 3.2) achieved an R value of 0.968. The parameters determined from the 
curve fits can be found compiled in Table 3.1. Variance in length and branch metric 
data across in vitro cultures was high, with maximum standard deviations of 179.7 and 
1.74, respectively.
Microvessel growth resulting from computational simulations resembled growth 
profiles seen in vitro (Figure 3.4). The length of microvascular networks from the 
computational simulations correlated well with experimental data, with approximately 
1% normalized RMS error between computational and experimental length metric data 
(Figure 3.5 -  A). The optimization routine used to determine the branching chance 
parameter returned a value of B0 = 0.038 (Equation 3.5). This branching parameter 
minimized the normalized RMS error between computational and experimental 
branching metric data to roughly 6% (Figure 3.5 -  B). Microvessels within the fixed- 
edge constructs were found preferentially aligned along the constrained axis, consistent 
with what has been seen in past experiments [3]. The majority of fibers in the fixed- 
edge constructs were found aligned along the constrained axis. The distributions of 
fiber angles for all 5 of the fixed-edge constructs were averaged together and fit to a 
Gaussian distribution which was used to generate a collagen fiber orientation at each 
node of the grid node (Figure 3.6).
Simulations of angiogenesis within a randomly-oriented ECM produced 
microvessels with no preferential alignment, similar to what has been seen in free- 
floating vascularized constructs [3] (data not shown). The computational model was 
also successful at predicting angiogenesis within an anisotropic ECM. The angle
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Table 3.1: Values for the parameters in the 
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Figure 3. 4: Images from computational simulations presented for comparison 
with experimental data. Confocal images from vascularized constructs are on 
the left, while data from simulations of microvessel growth can be found on 
the right. The time points at which these images were obtained are as follows: 
Day 1 (A, B), Day 4 (C, D), and Day 7 (E, F). Scale bar = 300 ^m. 
Predictions of microvasculature from the computational model were similar to 
images taken from vascularized constructs. Notice that growth predicted in 







Figure 3.5: Computational simulations accurately predict 
experimental length and branching metric data taken from 
experimental cultures. (A) Comparison of computational 
and experimental length metric data versus time. There 
was a normalized RMS error of approximately 1% between 
the two datasets. (B) Comparison of simulated and 
experimental branch metric data (number of current 
branches divided by initial number of microvessels in 
culture) versus time. There was a normalized RMS error of 
approximately 6% between the two datasets.
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Figure 3.6: Anisotropic collagen fibril orientation was observed within the fixed-edge 
constructs. (A) Confocal reflection microscopy image of collagen fibrils within a 
representative fixed-edge construct at Day 6 in vitro. (B) FFT analysis of collagen 
fibril data from constrained gels. Collagen fibrils were found to be predominately 
aligned along the constrained axis (0o-180o). (C) A field of collagen fibril angles based 
on angle distribution extracted from confocal reflectance microscopy images. This 
vector field was stored at the nodes of the grid in simulations of angiogenesis subject to 
the anisotropic ECM condition. Scale bar = 200 ^m.
between each microvessel and the long axis of the vascularized construct was measured 
from the simulations and constrained gel experiments. In both the simulations and 
experiments, the majority of microvessels were found aligned within 20° of the 
constrained axis (Figure 3.7). Although significant differences exist between 
computational and experimental data for some of the angle bins, the correlation 
coefficient between the two datasets was calculated to be R = 0.98. The weights w 1, 
w2, and w3 of the three directional components described in Equation 3.4 were 
determined by optimizing the orientation of microvessel segments within the 
computational model (Table 3.1).
To render length data from the simulations immune to these stochastic variations, 
the growth function g(t) was normalized by the number of active growth tips within the 
simulation. This method was tested by observing the final length metric value over 50 
simulations. For each of the 50 simulations, the final length metric value did not 
significantly vary from the value prescribed by g(t) (Figure 3.8 -  A). In contrast, when 
the same test is performed for branch metric data, the number of branching points 
within the simulation varied significantly across 50 simulations (Figure 3.8 -  B).
3.5 Discussion
The continuous-discrete framework outlined in this manuscript was successful at 
predicting length and branching behavior exhibited by angiogenic microvessels in vitro. 
Measurements of growth, branching, and alignment metrics provided by simulations 
had excellent statistical agreement with experimental data. This accuracy was obtained 
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Figure 3.7: Computational simulations successfully predicted microvessel orientation within 
an anisotropic ECM. (A) Microvessels cultured within the fixed-edge constructs were found 
predominately aligned along the constrained axis. (B) Computational simulations of 
angiogenesis occurring with an anisotropic ECM accurately predicted experimental findings. 
(C) The angle between each microvessel segment and the horizontal axis was collected and 
sorted into discrete bins. Orientation data from the computational model correlated well with 
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Figure 3.8: Stochastic variation within the computational 
simulations. Box-whisker plots of length (A) and branch 
(B) metric collected over 50 simulations, each with a 
unique P-RNG seeds. A 1-way ANOVA was performed to 
check for significant variance between trials. No 
significant variation in the length metric was seen while 
varying the P-RNG seed (p = 1.0). Branching was modeled 
as a stochastic process, and therefore the branch metric 
significantly varied between trials (p < 0.001).
the three weights influencing growth direction. Introducing additional parameters into 
the optimization routine would lead to even greater predictive performance from the 
model, but the simple approach employed in this work satisfied the objectives of this 
study.
Orientation data from simulations of the anisotropic ECM condition correlated well 
with microvessel orientation observed in the fixed-edge vascularized constructs. 
However, angle data from the simulations tended to favor the acute angle bins more 
than the corresponding experimental data. Approximately 90% of microvessels from 
the simulations were found orientated between 0° and 45° off of the constrained axis. 
Only 80% of microvessels within the fixed-edge constructs fell within this same range. 
Although this difference is seemingly trivial, it is important to account for all 
inconsistencies between the model and in vitro findings. This particular inconsistency 
is important since the cornerstone assumption for this simulation framework is that 
microvessel growth follows collagen fiber orientation. The inconsistency in 
microvessel orientation during simulations of the anisotropic ECM condition may be 
due to the assignment of an aligned ECM on Day 0 of each simulation. Within the 
fixed-edge constructs, angiogenesis begins in a random ECM which is remodeled 
during vessel growth, resulting in an aligned matrix. In future simulations, supplying a 
fibril orientation field that can vary over time will allow the model to capture the 
transition to anisotropy that results from matrix remodeling. While the growth of 
angiogenic microvessels may follow matrix fiber orientation through contact guidance 
[1, 3, 16], neovessels may also alter local fiber orientation by applying traction forces to 
the ECM during growth. This leads to a coupling between angiogenic growth and
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matrix deformation, and it is difficult to separate these effects. In order to investigate 
this phenomenon, the authors plan to couple the computational model of vessel growth 
to a framework in solid mechanics that can predict deformation of the ECM during 
angiogenesis. However, the intricate nature of neovessel morphology makes it difficult 
to represent their geometry using traditional discretization schemes in computational 
solid mechanics such as the finite element (FE) method. One possible approach to deal 
with representing the microvessel morphology was described in a recent study, using a 
particle-based method known as the naterial point method (MPM) [28, 29]. With this 
method, particle distributions can be generated from confocal microscopy image 
datasets on a specimen-specific basis [30, 31]. The coupling of the growth model with 
simulations of solid mechanics will create a more realistic simulation of in vitro 
angiogenesis.
Although the simulations and experiments agreed statistically, there were qualitative 
discrepancies in the computational predictions of microvessel morphology. Simulated 
microvessel growth followed a more tortuous path compared to microvessels cultured in 
the lab. This discrepancy resulted from the mechanism used to determine the 
orientation of new segments within the computational model. New segments are 
allowed to form any angle with the parent vessel segment, leading to kinked 
microvessel morphology during elongation. Implementation of a persistence 
component into the vessel growth mechanism will make the microvessels resistant to 
changes in direction, ideally eliminating this morphological discrepancy.
The stochastic processes within the model led to minimal variation between 
simulations. Microvessel length was unaffected by the random numbers generated
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during the simulations. This independence from the random processes was expected as 
microvessel growth rate was normalized to account for the random formation of 
branches and anastomoses. However, some aspects of microvascular topology were 
sensitive to variations in the random number generator seed. Branching was governed 
by a stochastic process, and branches would form at different times and in different 
locations after reseeding the random number generator. Likewise, the position and 
orientation of initial microvessel fragments would vary between random number 
generations as well. The conclusion is that these stochastic variations are small enough 
to not cause instabilities, yet pronounced enough to ensure that each simulation returns 
a unique microvascular network.
Future development of the computational framework will involve the replacement 
of stochastic components with deterministic mechanisms. For example, past 
mathematical models have suggested that steep gradients in collagen density local to a 
tip cell can induce the formation of a branch [24]. Likewise, with further analysis of 
confocal image data it may be possible to determine the degree of persistence involved 
during microvessel elongation. During the simulation, ECM collagen fibril orientation 
was supplied as an input parameter. Therefore, future simulations could easily predict 
in vitro angiogenesis for a given matrix orientation by simply mapping the desired fibril 
orientation field to the grid.
Chemical factors such as VEGF, TGF-P, and PDGF play a vital role during 
angiogenesis [1]. In order to isolate and study the impact of mechanical/structural 
stimuli during angiogenesis, the current model implementation does not include any 
chemotactic guidance during neovessel outgrowth. The in vitro system being modeled
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was uniformly immersed in VEGF, leaving only local synthesis of chemical factors as a 
possible source of chemical inhomogeneity. Rat tail type I collagen used for the 
experimental model does not contain trapped cytokines that can be released upon 
digestion [37, 38]. Therefore, it was possible to simulate in vitro angiogenesis 
accurately without including chemotaxis since significant chemotactic gradients do not 
develop within the vascularized constructs.
The algorithms described in this study were highly robust and efficient, with 
simulations completing within seconds. The model demonstrates forward compatibility 
through the ability to simulate different matrical boundary conditions and simple 
coupling to optimization algorithms.
The growth model will provide the MPM algorithm with an accurate and current 
microvessel geometry that can be used to determine the state o f  stress/strain within 
microvessels and the surrounding matrix for any given point in time [30]. Information 
about the deformation from the MPM simulations can then be used to update important 
information such as matrix fiber orientation, matrix density, and vessel stretch. This 
information can be used to direct vessel growth in the next time step, and this process 
will repeat as both models step throughout time.
In summary, the simulation framework outlined in this work was capable o f 
producing an accurate description o f microvascular length, branching, and orientation 
metrics over time for both an isotropic and anisotropic ECM fibril orientation field. 
The extent of angiogenesis can be tightly controlled by adjusting the input parameters, 
giving the model the ability to simulate a wide range of problems. Finally, the shape 
functions within the grid provide a basis for expanding the model to include additional
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field variables that influence neovessel growth and orientation. For example, 
stress/strain fields could be mapped to the nodes of the grid within the vessel growth 
model, effectively coupling stress and strain fields within the matrix to angiogenesis. 
These features allow this framework to serve as an effective platform for exploring how 
mechanical interactions between neovessels and the ECM regulate angiogenesis.
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CHAPTER 4
EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX DENSITY REGULATES THE RATE OF 
NEOVESSEL GROWTH AND BRANCHING 
IN SPROUTING ANGIOGENESIS*
4.1 Abstract
Angiogenesis is regulated by the local microenvironment, including the mechanical 
interactions between neovessel sprouts and the extracellular matrix (ECM). However, 
the mechanisms controlling the relationship of mechanical and biophysical properties of 
the ECM to neovessel growth during sprouting angiogenesis are just beginning to be 
understood. In this research, we characterized the relationship between matrix density 
and microvascular topology in an in vitro 3D organ culture model of sprouting 
angiogenesis. We used these results to design and calibrate a computational growth 
model to demonstrate how changes in individual neovessel behavior produce the 
changes in vascular topology that were observed experimentally. Vascularized gels 
with higher collagen densities produced neovasculatures with shorter vessel lengths, 
less branch points, and reduced network interconnectivity. The computational model 
was able to predict these experimental results by scaling the rates of neovessel growth
* Accepted for publication, Edgar, L.T., Underwood, C.J., Guilkey, C.J., Hoying, J.B., and J.A. Weiss, “Extracellular matrix density 
regulates the rate of neovessel growth and branching in sprouting angiogenesis,” PLOS One, 2013.
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and branching according to local matrix density. As a final demonstration of utility of 
the modeling framework, we used our growth model to predict several scenarios of 
practical interest that could not be investigated experimentally using the organ culture 
model. Increasing the density of the ECM significantly reduced angiogenesis and 
network formation within a 3D organ culture model of angiogenesis. Increasing the 
density of the matrix increases the stiffness of the ECM, changing how neovessels are 
able to deform and remodel their surroundings. The computational framework outlined 
in this study was capable of predicting this observed experimental behavior by adjusting 
neovessel growth rate and branching probability according to local ECM density, 
demonstrating that altering the stiffness of the ECM via increasing matrix density 
affects neovessel behavior, thereby regulated vascular topology during angiogenesis.
4.2 Introduction
Angiogenesis is the generation of new vascular elements from existing vasculature. 
During angiogenesis, sprouting endothelial cells degrade the basement membrane with 
matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) [1,2] and apply traction to and migrate along 
components of the extracellular matrix (ECM) [3], resulting in neovessel elongation. 
Previous studies have demonstrated that the mechanical interaction between neovessel 
sprouts and the ECM regulate the topology of vascular networks formed during 
angiogenesis [4-7]. Cellular traction forces applied to the ECM create a deformation 
that cells can detect [8-10]. The nature of this deformation is determined by the 
material properties of the matrix, such as fibril orientation and density, as well as 
geometry and boundary conditions. In previous studies, we explored the relationship
between angiogenesis and the mechanical properties of the ECM using a 3D organ 
culture model of microvessel fragments within a type-I collagen gel [11-14]. In this 
model of sprouting angiogenesis, neovessels sprouting from whole microvessels 
cultured in a 3D gel, that was free to contract in all directions, grow into a randomly 
oriented network [12-14]. When contraction was prevented along the long-axis of 
rectangular gels, neovessels and collagen fibrils were aligned parallel to the constrained 
axis [13,14].
In addition to the effects of mechanical boundary conditions, ECM matrix density 
has been shown to influence formation of capillary structures in various in vitro models 
of angiogenesis. Several studies utilizing endothelial cell-based culture models of 
angiogenesis have shown that increasing the density of the matrix reduces capillary 
outgrowth and network formation [15-20]. However, all of these studies involved 
models of outgrowth from isolated endothelial cells. In contrast, our microvessel organ 
culture model of angiogenesis is based on intact microvessels and includes multicellular 
interactions between vascular cells (endothelial and mural cells) and the nascent 
matrices (basement membrane and stroma). Additionally, previous studies only 
reported the effect of matrix density increase using quantitative data measured over the 
capillary network and as a result were only able to report global changes to the topology 
of the network. As a result, these studies were not able to establish a strong connection 
between their global experimental observations and local cellular behavior.
Experimental cell and organ culture models of angiogenesis typically provide 
morphometric data that are obtained by averaging information about the entire culture, 
at a single time point. This makes it difficult to establish a relationship between local
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cellular behavior and global characteristics of the biological system. Computational 
models can supplement and enhance the interpretation of experimental results, and are 
commonly utilized within the field of angiogenesis research [21]. Recently, we 
developed a computational model of angiogenesis that uses the orientation of ECM 
fibrils to determine the direction of microvessel growth and produced validated 
predictions of global morphometric data when compared to in vitro vascular networks
[22]. The goal of this research was to extend and apply this model to characterize the 
response of angiogenic microvessels to changes in matrix density, using a combined 
experimental and computational approach. First, we performed experiments using our 
3D angiogenesis model with different type-I collagen densities to characterize the 
relationship between vascular topology and matrix density. Second, we used our 
experimental data to design and calibrate new features within our growth model to 
describe how neovessels respond to a change in matrix density. Finally, we 
demonstrated how this response leads to the changes in vascular topology that we 
found.
4.3 Methods
4.3.1 In vitro model of angiogenesis 
3D vascularized constructs served as a model of in vitro angiogenesis and were 
prepared using methods described previously [11]. Constructs consisted of microvessel 
fragments isolated from rat epidydymal fat pads, resuspended and polymerized in 3D 
collagen gels (Figure 4.1). The microvessel fragments retain the associated stromal 
cells and basement membrane after isolation and seeding, providing an “organ culture”
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Figure 4.1: Phase contrast light micrographs of rat microvessel 
fragments. (A) Isolated microvessel fragment at Day 0 with a visible 
lumen, indicated by the arrow. (B) Angiogenic microvessel fragments 
within a type I collagen gel at Day 6 of growth. The thicker initial 
fragments are indicated by the arrows. The thinner protrusions extending 
from the initial fragments are neovessels formed through angiogenesis.
model of angiogenesis. Previous studies have extensively characterized angiogenesis in 
these vascularized constructs [11-13,23-27]. Sprouting of neovessel tips occurs 
spontaneously and predictably, with the first evidence of sprout tips usually observed by 
the second day of culture.
All reagents were obtained from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA) unless otherwise 
indicated. Epididymal fat pads were harvested from male retired breeder Sprague- 
Dawley rats. This protocol was approved by the University of Utah Institutional 
Animal Care and Use Committee (Protocol Number: 11-02018). Fat pads were minced 
and subjected to partial digestion with 2.0 mg/ml Clostridium collagenase (Worthington 
Biochemicals, Lakewood, NJ). After 4 minutes, digestion was halted by the addition of 
Leibowitz (L-15) media and the solution was centrifuged. The pellet was washed, 
resuspended in media, and filtered through 350 ^m and 30 ^m sterile nylon filters 
sequentially. The filtration step removes undigested debris, single cells, and small 
fragments resulting in a population of microvessel fragments within a controllable range 
of sizes. At 35,000 per ml, vessel fragments were suspended within liquid type-I 
collagen solution (BD Biosciences, Bedford, MA) prepared at concentrations of 2.0, 
3.0, or 4.0 mg/ml. For each of the three collagen solutions, 0.5 ml was transferred to a 
circular culture well (Nunc -  Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rochester, NY, diameter = 15 
mm) and allowed to polymerize into a 3D gel (n = 4 gels per collagen concentration 
investigated, N = 12 gels total). These gels were free-floating within the culture 
chambers with initial dimensions of 15 mm diameter and 2.8 mm thick.
Serum-free growth media [28] was supplemented with 10.0 ng/ml rhVEGF 
(PeproTech, Rocky Hill, NJ) and provided to the cultures at Day 0. Media was changed
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every 2 days and replaced with 0.8 ml of fresh media. After Day 6 of culture, the gels 
were fixed with 1.0 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 hours. Gels were then placed in 
a solution of 1x phosphate-buffered saline (DCF-PBS, pH 7.4) and 2.0 ^g/ml Isolectin 
IB4-Alexa 488 to fluorescently label endothelial cells in preparation for confocal 
microscopy.
4.3.2 Confocal microscopy and skeletonization of vascular networks 
3D image data were collected from each vascularized construct by confocal 
microscopy using methods described previously [12,13]. Six adjacent stacks at the 
geometric center of each gel were captured with an Olympus FV1000 microscope using 
a 10x objective and 488 nm laser. Each stack was captured at a resolution of 512 x 512 
pixels and was acquired to a depth of 200 ^m at 2.5 ^m intervals. A 2 x 3 mosaic was 
created from the six stacks using a custom software application, resulting in an image 
dataset that represented a 3.8 x 2.5 x 0.2 mm region of the vascularized gel (Figure 4.2 
A). Processing and skeletonization of 3D confocal data was performed using the 
Amira™ software (Mercury Computer Systems, Carlsbad, CA). Mosaic stacks were 
subjected to a deconvolution routine to reduce out-of-plane blur through the depth of 
the dataset (numerical aperture = 0.4, wavelength = 520 nm, refractive index of collagen 
= 1.35 [29]). A threshold value was calculated by fitting a Gaussian distribution to the 
image histogram, and this value was used in the automated skeletonization routine 
within Amira to decompose images of vessels down to a collection of line segments 
(Figure 4.2 B). A custom software application was used to analyze the skeletonized 
vessel data and to collect the desired morphometric data [30]. The image data of the
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Figure 4.2: Visualization of in vitro experiments and simulation results. The 
computational model was designed to simulate angiogenic outgrowth and 
neovascularization within 3D organ culture of microvessel fragments with a type-I 
collagen gel. All images in this figure depict the 3.8 x 2.5 x 0.2 mm imaged during 
the experiments. (A) Z-projection mosaic of 3D confocal image data showing 
microvessels cultured in a 3.0 mg/ml collagen gel after Day 6 of culture. 
Endothelial cells within the culture were labeled with Isolectin IB4-Alexa 488 and 
imaged using a confocal microscope with a 10x objective. (B) Skeletonized vessel 
data obtained from the confocal image data of a vascularized collagen gel in Panel 
A. (C) Results of a simulation using the computational model. Microvessels were 
represented as a collection of line segments, and growth was simulated by the 
addition of new segments to the free ends of existing segments. (Scale bar = 350 
^m).
vascularized constructs were analyzed to determine the total vascular length, the degree 
of network interconnectivity, the number of branching points, and the number of end 
points.
The collective length of all microvessels within the imaged domain was defined as 
the total vascular length. This morphometric measurement can also be interpreted as 
the contour length of the network, and it is a useful metric of overall angiogenic 
outgrowth during the culture period [12,13]. Neovessels sprouting from parent 
fragments were observed to form continuous vascular networks, with intervessel 
connections presumably formed through anastomosis. The network interconnectivity, 
or the percentage of microvessels that fused into a single continuous vascular network, 
was calculated by measuring the length of the longest continuous microvessel tree and 
normalizing by the total vascular length. A branching point was defined as a node 
connected to three different line segments and indicates either a new vessel sprout 
(branching) or two separate vessels fusing into one (anastomosis). End points were 
terminal ends of vessels, defined by a node that is associated with only one segment. 
The number of end points quantifies the amount of growth tips and characterizes the 
degree of branching and anastomosis occurring within the domain.
4.3.3 Computational growth model 
A validated computational model of microvessel growth and 3D vessel morphology 
during spontaneous angiogenesis was utilized to simulate the in vitro experiments 
(Figure 4.2 C) [22]. This growth model uses information about the ECM to predict 
neovessel length, direction, and branching. A simulation domain corresponding to the
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imaged region of each vascularized gel (3.8 x 2.5 x 0.2 mm) was fit with a regular 
hexahedral grid at a resolution of 6 x 6 x 2 elements. Properties of the ECM that 
influenced angiogenic vessel growth, such as fibril orientation and matrix density, were 
stored at the nodes of the grid. The model was initialized with a random collagen fibril 
orientation value between 0 and n radians at each node in the grid. Initial microvessel 
fragments were represented as line segments and were seeded at random positions and 
orientations throughout the domain.
At each time step, microvessel growth was simulated by creating new line segments 
at the positions of all active growth tips based on methods presented previously [22]. A 
unit vector, tynew, was used to describe the direction of each new line segment. Its 
orientation was determined by a weighted average of the direction of the parent 
microvessel, represented by the unit vector \yparent, and a directional component 
determined by the local collagen fibril orientation, represented by the unit vector 0:
¥  n ew  = W¥  p a r e n t  + W2° . (4.1)
The values of w1 = 0.91 and w2 = 0.09 were determined based on preliminary 
simulations to create microvascular networks with similar morphology to those seen in 
vitro. The component of neovessel direction determined by collagen fibril guidance, 0, 
was interpolated using trilinear finite element shape functions through the following 
equation:
8
ffjNj (x ) . (4.2)
j=1
In Equation 4.2, 0j is the collagen fibril orientation value stored at node j  of the grid 
element in which the growth tip resides. Nj is the value of the shape function for node j
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at the position of the active growth tip, x. The shape functions, N(x), provide an 
interpolation scheme in which the value of the field variable at a point in the grid 
element is a weighted average of contributions from each node.
Branching, the sprouting of a new neovessel from an existing vessel, was modeled 
as a random process as per our previous publication [22]. During a time step, each 
segment generated a random number between 0 and 1. If the random number exceeded 
the branching probability, b0, then that segment would form a branch. Similarly, the 
growth rule for anastomosis, the fusing of two vessels into one, followed our previous 
approach [22]. If a growth tip was within 25 ^m of another vessel, anastomosis was 
simulated by creating a new line segment connecting the two points. Subsequently, all 
growth tips involved with the anastomosis were inactivated and stopped growing.
To introduce a sensitivity of vessel growth to matrix density, a scaling factor was 
calculated from experimental data by taking the average total vascular length for each 
culture condition (2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 mg/ml) and normalizing by the average total 
vascular length measured in the 3.0 mg/ml constructs. Values of the scaling factor v 
were then fit to a three-parameter exponential function that described how the factor 
changed with collagen density:
v = v0 + a0e-ac, a  > 0 . (4.3)
Here, v was the scaling factor, c was the collagen concentration (mg/ml), and v0, a0, 
and aj were parameters determined by the curve fit. An additional data point of c = 
10.0 mg/ml, v = 0.0 was added to ensure that the scaling function eventually reached 
zero. The collagen concentration of the matrix was an input parameter to the 
computational model and the corresponding scaling factor was calculated using
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Equation 4.3. The scaling factor was used to proportionally scale two growth 
mechanisms. As the density of the matrix increased, the scaling factor reduced the 
length of new line segments and probability of each segment forming a branch.
Simulations of the in vitro experiments were performed in order validate the 
computational framework (4 simulations per culture condition, 12 simulations total). 
The number of initial fragments in the simulations (Nfrag = 70) was determined from the 
volume of the domain and the seeding density (35,000 fragments per ml). Growth was 
simulated for 6 days. The branching probability was set at 0.1, determined by 
minimizing the RMS error between the number of branch points in simulations and 
experiments at 3.0 mg/ml using methods previously described [22]. The collagen 
concentration used to prepare the gel experiment being simulated (2.0, 3.0, or 4.0 
mg/ml) was set as an input parameter and read in by the model during initialization. For 
each culture condition, morphometric data from the computational simulations (total 
vessel length, network interconnectivity, number of branch points, and number of end 
points) were compared to values measured from the corresponding experimental 
cultures.
4.3.4 Statistical analysis 
One-way ANOVAs were used to test for the effect of matrix density on all 
morphometric parameters for both experimental and simulation data ( a  = 0.05). A two­
tailed Student’s t-test with unequal variance (Welch’s t-test) was then performed 
between experimental and computational morphometric data for each matrix density to 
detect any statistical difference ( a  = 0.05). If a statistical difference could not be
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detected, a TOST-test (two one-sided t-test [31]) was performed to test for statistical 
equivalence ( a =  0.05, 0  = 0.3).
4.3.5 Predictive simulations
Single cell experiments involving micropatterned ECM have been useful in studying 
the role of haptotaxis (guidance by ligand availability) and durotaxis (guidance by 
substrate stiffness/deformability) in cell migration. Similar experiments involving 
tailored ECM density fields would prove useful in studying the mechanical regulation 
of angiogenesis. However, our organ culture method involves encapsulating 
microvessel fragments within a collagen gel, preventing us from growing these vessels 
in 3D prefabricated matrices. However, our computational framework can be used to 
predict the results of the type of experiments that we cannot perform using our current 
culture method. As a final demonstration of utility of the modeling framework, we used 
our growth model to predict several scenarios of practical interest that could not be 
investigated experimentally.
In the first predictive simulation, a density gradient was created within the 
simulation domain (7.6 x 5.1 x 0.4 mm). The gradient ran along the longest axis of the 
domain (x-axis) from 1.0 mg/ml at the left edge to 10.0 mg/ml at the right edge. Matrix 
density was uniform along the other two directions. This simulation demonstrates how 
angiogenic growth changes as neovessel grow up or down a stiffness gradient. In the 
second predictive simulation, a cylindrical plug (radius = 1.5 mm) composed of 
acellular 10.0 mg/ml collagen was placed in the center of the domain. The remaining 
domain was initialized at 3.0 mg/ml and seeded with vessels. This simulation
demonstrates how neovessels respond to a stiff interface as they encounter the acellular 
plug. The final predictive simulation demonstrates how vasculature can be aligned 
along a chosen direction by growing neovessels within two 1000 ^m channels of 3.0 
mg/ml collagen running along the x-axis of the domain. The density outside the 
channels was set to 8.0 mg/ml. Vessels were seeded within the channels only. In all 
three of the predictive simulations, vessels were seeded at a density of 10,000 fragments 
per ml and growth was simulated until Day 6.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Experimental results 
Angiogenic sprouting and neovessel outgrowth was consistent across all 
microvessel cultures. A well-established microvasculature was observed at Day 6 for 
all matrix density conditions. The circular gels experienced significant contraction 
during the 6-day culture period, with construct diameters reduced by an average of 40.0 
± 5.0%, 20.0 ± 5.0%, and 7.0 ± 1.0% for 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 mg/ml gels, respectively 
(average ± std dev). Qualitatively, the highest levels of angiogenic growth occurred in 
the 2.0 mg/ml constructs, while growth within the 4.0 mg/ml constructs appeared 
considerably reduced (Figure 4.3 A-C).
Measurements of total vascular length within the vascularized constructs indicated a 
reduction in overall neovessel outgrowth as the density of the matrix was increased 
(Figure 4.4 A black) (ANOVA, p < 0.05). Although we did not measure the initial total 
vascular length in these experiments, data from a previously published study [32] 
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Figure 4.3: Microvasculatures observed at different levels of collagen density. 
Increasing the density of the ECM reduced neovascularization in both the 
experiments and computational simulations. Top Row: Z-projection mosaic of 3D 
confocal image data showing vascularized collagen gels taken at Day 6 of growth. 
Bottom Row: Results of the comparable computational simulations, presented as 
3D volume-renderings of the line segment data. The three levels of collagen density 
assessed in this study were: 2.0 mg/ml (A, D), 3.0 mg/ml (B, E), and 4.0 mg/ml (C, 
F). (Scale bar = 350 ^m).
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Figure 4.4: Total vascular length and network interconnectivity. (A) The 
total vascular length decreased as matrix density increased. Measurements 
from the experimental cultures are presented in black and predictions from the 
computational model are presented in gray. (B) Vessel interconnectivity, a 
measure of the percentage of microvessels within the domain that are 
connected into the largest continuous vascular network, decreased as a function 
of matrix density, indicating a reduction in network formation. No statistical 
difference was detected between any experimental and computational 
morphometric at each matrix density level by T-test. Statistical equivalence as 
detected by a TOST-test is indicated by the bracket and equal sign.
This allows us to determine that over the 6 days of culture, total vascular length 
experienced roughly an 11-fold, a 6-fold, and a 4-fold increase in the 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 
mg/ml gel experiments, respectively. There was a significant decrease in network 
connectivity as the matrix density increased (Figure 4.4 B black) (ANOVA, p < 0.05), 
indicating that increased density of the matrix results in a more discontinuous vascular 
network.
Other angiogenic neovessel behaviors, such as branching and anastomosis, were 
characterized by measuring the number of branch points and end points within the 
vascularized constructs. At Day 6 of culture, there was a significant decrease in the 
number of branch points and end points as the collagen density increased (data not 
shown). Since increased contraction of low-density gels could lead to increased branch 
points and end points within an imaged volume, branch point and end point data were 
normalized by total vascular length to express these measurements per unit length of 
growth. As the density of the matrix increased, microvessels formed significantly less 
branch points per unit length of growth (Figure 4.5 A black) (ANOVA, p < 0.05). The 
amount of free ends per unit length increased significantly as matrix density increased 
(Figure 4.5 B black) (ANOVA, P < 0.05).
4.4.2 Computational results 
Qualitative comparison of 3D volumetric confocal image data with the 3D 
renderings of simulated microvessel growth demonstrated that the computational 
growth model provided reasonable and realistic descriptions of the experimental data 
for all matrix densities (Figure 4.3 D-F). The three-parameter exponential function
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Figure 4.5: Branch points and free ends per unit length. A branching point was defined 
as any node that connected to three or more vessel segments. Branching points were 
created by either a new vessel sprout (branching) or two separate vessels fusing into one 
(anastomosis). Measurements from the experimental cultures are presented in black and 
predictions from the computational model are presented in gray. (A) The number of 
branch points was normalized by the total vascular length in order to isolate the tendency 
of microvessels to form a branch point per unit length of growth. Branching per unit 
length was observed to decrease as matrix density was increased. An end point was 
defined as a node that was associated with only one vessel segment and represents the 
terminal end of a vessel. Measurements from the experimental cultures are presented in 
black and predictions from the computational model are presented in gray. (B) 
Normalizing the number of end points by the total vascular length revealed that the 
number of free ends per unit length increased along with matrix density. No statistical 
difference was detected between any experimental and computational morphometric at 
each matrix density level by T-test. Statistical equivalence as detected by a TOST-test is 
indicated by the bracket and equal sign.
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(Equation 4.3) provided an excellent fit of the experimental data (R = 0.99) (Figure 
4.6). The parameters determined by this curve fit were v0 = -0.16, a0 = 5.1605, and aj = 
0.5112. Thus, the inclusion of density-dependent growth and branching resulted in 
distinct qualitative differences for simulations of angiogenesis across the different 
matrix density conditions.
The computational model accurately predicted the quantitative morphometric 
measurements of the vascularized constructs as a function of matrix density. As with 
the experimental results, simulations predicted a significant reduction in total vascular 
length as density of the matrix increased (Figure 4.4 A grey) (ANOVA, p < 0.05). 
Microvasculature predicted by the growth model became increasingly discontinuous as 
matrix density increased, similar to the trend seen in vitro (Figure 4.4 B grey) 
(ANOVA, p < 0.05). As the density of the matrix increased, the computational 
simulations predicted reduced branching per unit length (Figure 4.5 A grey) (ANOVA, 
p < 0.05). Measurements of end points per unit length increased along with matrix 
density in the simulations (Figure 4.5 B grey). No statistical difference was detected 
between any experimental and computational morphometric at each matrix density level 
by T-test. Additionally, 8 out of the 18 combinations of morphometrics and matrix 
density passed a TOST-test for statistical equivalence between experimental and 
computational data: total length at 3.0 and 4.0 mg/ml, branch points at 4.0 mg/ml, end 
points at 3.0 and 4.0 mg/ml, and normalized end points at 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 mg/ml (p < 
0.05).
In the predictive simulation involving the density gradient, there were high amounts 
of neovascularization within the low density portions of the gel while growth within the
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Figure 4.6: Matrix density scaling factor. A scaling factor 
was calculated from experimental data and used to scale 
growth rate and branching probability within the 
computational model based on local ECM density. The 
factor was calculated by taking the average total vascular 
length measured for the 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 mg/ml 
vascularized constructs and normalizing by the total 
vascular length for the 3.0 mg/ml construct. Experimental 
data is presented as the solid points on the graph. These 
data were then fit to the exponential function described in 
Equation 3.3 (R2 = 1.0). The fitted function is presented as 
the dashed line on the graph.
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higher density regions was severely reduced (Figure 4.7). Neovessels growing down 
the density gradient (i.e., towards the 1.0 mg/ml region) experienced an increased 
growth rate and were able to vascularize the gel more effectively. The growth rate of 
vessels growing up the density gradient (i.e., towards the 10.0 mg/ml region) was 
severely reduced compared to vessels growing the other direction, and there was very 
little neovascularization in the high density portion of the gel. In the density plug 
simulation, vessels were not able to grow into the high density plug, leaving this region 
of the domain vessel-free while the remainder of the domain became highly 
vascularized (Figure 4.8). The results were similar in the microchannel simulation. The
3.0 mg/ml microchannels were highly vascularized, but very little growth occurred 
within the regions outside the channels (Figure 4.9). Due to the narrow aspect ratio of 
the microchannels, the resulting microvasculature was aligned along the direction of the 
channels.
4.5 Discussion
In our experiments, we found that increases in matrix density significantly limited 
angiogenesis (Figure 4.3). Networks cultured in high density matrix had a shorter 
contour length after the 6 day culture period (Figure 4.4 A black), suggesting that 
increased matrix density decreases neovessel growth rate. Additionally, networks 
cultured in high density matrix were less divergent than their lower-density counterparts 
as indicated by a reduction in the number of branch points formed per unit length of 
growth (Figure 4.5 A black), suggesting that new sprouts were forming at a slower rate. 
Finally, an increase in matrix density also resulted in an increase in the number of free
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Figure 4.7: Predictive simulation of angiogenesis within a density 
gradient. In this simulation, matrix density runs from 1.0 mg/ml to 10.0 
mg/ml along the horizontal axis (x-axis) while remaining uniform along 
the other two directions. (A) Z-projection of the matrix density field and 
the initial microvessel fragments. (B) Growth at Day 6. Initial 
microvessel fragments are shown in white. The computational framework 
predicted high amounts of neovascularization in the low density portion of 
the domain. Growth significantly reduced as density increased along the 
x-axis. Additionally, vessels that grew towards the low density regions 
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Figure 4.8: Predictive simulation: High-density cylindrical plug. (A) Z- 
projection of the matrix density field and the initial microvessel fragments. 
In this simulation, a 1.5 mm radius plug of 10.0 mg/ml acellular collagen 
was placed at the center of the domain. Vessels were seeded within the
3.0 mg/ml region outside of the plug. (B) Growth at Day 6. Initial 
microvessel fragments are shown in white. There were high amounts of 
neovascularization within the regions surrounding the plug, but vessels 
that encountered the high-density plug were unable to grow any further. 
As a result, the plug region remained vessel-free.
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Figure 4.9: Predictive simulation: Vascularized microchannels. (A) Z- 
projection of the matrix density field and the initial microvessel fragments. 
(B) Growth at Day 6. Initial microvessel fragments are shown in white. 
In this simulation, two 1000 ^m microchannels of 3.0 mg/ml collagen 
seeded with vessels were set up along the x-axis. During the simulation, 
the microchannels became highly vascularized but little growth occurred 
once the vessels left the channel. As a result, vasculature became aligned 
along channels as vessels growing along the channel grew at an increased 
rate.
ends per unit length (Figure 4.5 B black). Thus, as the density of the matrix increased, 
the observation of increased free ends despite a decreased amount of branching suggests 
that anastomosis occurred less frequently. This may be due to the fact that a slower 
growth rate reduces the chance of a neovessel finding a potential vessel for anastomosis, 
resulting in poor network formation (Figure 4.4 B black). Orientation data from 
simulations of the anisotropic ECM condition correlated well with microvessel 
orientation observed in the fixed-edge vascularized constructs. However, angle data 
from the simulations tended to favor the acute angle bins more than the corresponding 
experimental data. Approximately 90% of microvessels from the simulations were 
found orientated between 0° and 45° off of the constrained axis. Only 80% of 
microvessels within the fixed-edge constructs fell within this same range. Although this 
difference is seemingly trivial, it is important to account for all inconsistencies between 
the model and in vitro findings. This particular inconsistency is important since the 
cornerstone assumption for this simulation framework is that microvessel growth 
follows collagen fiber orientation.
Our computational model was capable of accurately predicting microvascular 
network topology as a function of initial ECM density. As the density of the matrix was 
increased, the computational model predicted neovasculatures with shorter contour 
lengths, reduced branching per unit length, more free ends per unit length, and reduced 
connectivity (Figures 4.4, 4.5). For all cases, no statistical difference could be detected 
between morphometric data from the experiments and computational simulations at a 
given level of matrix density by t-test. Almost half of the morphometric-matrix density 
combinations tested positive for statistical equivalence, and many of the p-values were
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under 10% even if equivalence was not found. Additionally, in almost all cases, the 
computational mean was within one standard deviation of the experimental mean. 
These results demonstrate that the computational model was capable of making similar 
predictions when compared to the experiments across matrix density for all 
morphometrics, even if statistical equivalence was not found in each case. It should be 
noted that although our sample number produced high statistical power for the ANOVA 
tests, post hoc analysis revealed that the power of the T-tests at this sample number was 
low (less than 80%) and the number of experiments required to reach a power of 80% is 
very high in most cases and outside the practical limitations of the study. However, 
despite these limitations in the statistical analysis, the level of similarity between 
experimental and computational data presented here satisfies the objectives of the study.
It is instructive to examine the results of this study using an organ culture model of 
angiogenesis in the context of other studies that have examined the effect of changes in 
matrix density on morphogenesis of endothelial cell culture models. These cell culture 
models included HUVECs (human umbilical vein endothelial cells) within a type-I 
collagen matrix [18], HUVEC-coated microbeads within a fibrin matrix [15-17], 
BPMECs (bovine pulmonary microvascular endothelial cells) cultured on a collagen 
substrate [19], and BAECs (bovine aortic endothelial cells) cultured on compliant 
polyacrylamide substrates functionalized with type-I collagen [20]. In all of these 
studies, increasing the density of the matrix significantly reduced outgrowth and 
network formation. The organ culture model used in our study differs from the 
experimental models in previous studies. Microvessel fragments consisting of 
endothelial cells, pericytes, and basement membrane where cultured in a collagen
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matrix as opposed to isolated endothelial cells. An advantage of our in vitro organ 
culture model is that it includes multicellular signaling and organization and neovessels 
with stromal cells. However, a weakness of this system is that it is more complicated, 
which makes it more difficult to isolate contributing factors compared to single cell 
models. We found similar results to studies with cell culture models in that increasing 
matrix density reduced angiogenic outgrowth and neovascularization. Vessel fragments 
are able to form continuous vascular networks resembling in vivo microvasculature 
during culture. This allowed us to analyze the relationship between matrix density and 
morphometric features of vascular networks during angiogenesis that not typically 
analyzed in simpler cell culture models, such as branch points and free ends per unit 
length of growth and network interconnectivity. We also designed and implemented a 
computational model capable at simulating the organ culture experiments, and we 
applied this modeling framework to predict other experiments. For example, the 
method of encapsulating vessel fragments within a collagen matrix would not allow us 
to culture angiogenic microvessels within a prefabricated gradient of matrix density, but 
we can simulate that experiment (Figure 4.7). This simulation predicted a large amount 
of neovascularization in the low density portions of the domain, and vascularization 
decreased as density increased along the direction of the gradient.
Our computational results obtained by scaling the rate of growth and branch 
formation suggests that matrix density alone can regulate the topology of the vascular 
network by controlling these two aspects of angiogenesis. As we increased the 
concentration of collagen monomer in our experiments, we created matrices with 
increased fibril density, more inter-fibril cross-links, and greater mechanical stiffness
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[30,33-36]. This increase in stiffness renders the matrix more difficult for endothelial 
cells to deform, degrade and remodel. There are numerous studies that suggest that 
growth during angiogenesis depends on the cells ability to deform, degrade and remodel 
the ECM. Increasing the matrix resistance to deformation in vitro, either by increasing 
mechanical stiffness through the structure and composition of the ECM [17,18,20,37] or 
by imposing boundary conditions to prevent contraction of the gel [19,27,33], results in 
a decrease in angiogenic growth. These results have been observed using both cell and 
organ culture models of angiogenesis, and suggest that the rate of angiogenic outgrowth 
is regulated by the stiffness of the matrix. Califano and Reinhart-King used BAECs 
(bovine aortic endothelial cells) in compliant polyacrylamide substrates functionalized 
with type-I collagen to demonstrate that stiffness alone regulates angiogenic growth, 
independent of the density of ligands available for integrin binding [20]. Additionally, 
Kniazeva et al. demonstrated that increased fibrin density in vivo despite the presence of 
both endothelial and stromal cells [38]. VEGF signaling leads to increased stress fibers 
and focal adhesions within endothelial cells, mediated through the receptor VEGFR2 
and activity of Rho and ROCK (Rho-Kinase) [39-41]. These results suggest that 
angiogenic endothelial cells within the sprout tip may receive positive feedback that 
promotes the angiogenic phenotype and growth when the cells detect a compliant 
matrix that they can deform and condition. We were able to simulate this behavior in 
our growth model by scaling the length of new segments creating during the growth 
step (i.e., the amount of net growth that occurred over the time step) with respect to 
local matrix density.
Increasing the matrix density also reduced the rate of branch formation during
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angiogenesis. Ghajar et al. reported similar observations of reduced sprouting upon 
increasing the density of the matrix using HUVECs cultured on microspheres within a 
fibrin matrix [15,16]. A feeder layer of fibroblasts was cultured on top of the matrix to 
serve as a source of growth factors. Ghajar et al. proposed that increasing matrix 
density reduced sprouting by decreasing the porosity of matrix and hindering the 
diffusion of soluble growth factors [16]. This conclusion was supported by the 
observation that co-culturing fibroblasts within the matrix along with endothelial cells 
improved sprouting [16]. In the co-culture model, the fibroblasts acted as pseudo­
stroma cells and the length over which growth factors had to diffuse over to reach the 
endothelial cells was drastically reduced. In our experiments, an organ culture model 
of microvessels within collagen gel exhibited a similar trend of reduced angiogenesis 
across increases in matrix density. Endothelial cells within this culture model remain 
intact as microvessel fragments and retain their association with stroma cells (perictyes) 
and the basement membrane. Therefore, the diffusive length between neovessel sprouts 
and the stroma was small. Additionally, the growth media in our cultures was 
supplemented with VEGF in order to ensure a uniform presence of growth factor 
throughout the gel, although we did not measure diffusivity in our gels as a function of 
collagen concentration Nevertheless, the inverse relationship between neovessel 
sprouting and matrix density observed in the present study suggests the existence of an 
additional mechanism, independent from chemotaxis, which is responsible for the 
effects of matrix density on angiogenic sprouting.
Endothelial cells within nonsprouting microvessels are subjected to the combined 
loading of intercellular tractions from neighboring endothelial cells and pericytes and
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extra-cellular forces from the ECM. The results of several studies suggest that the 
angiogenic sprouting phenotype of endothelial cells is regulated by a balance between 
intercellular and extracellular forces [12,42-47]. For example, Ingber proposed that if 
traction applied to a vessel was large enough to cause a shift in this balance, then 
endothelial cells change to an angiogenic sprouting phenotype and begin the formation 
of a new sprout [44]. Additionally, a previous computational study predicted that steep 
gradients in matrix density would lead to increased stress along the neovessel, resulting 
in sprouting [45]. Cells can mechanically communicate with each other through 
compliant, deformable substrates [8-10]. As angiogenic sprouts grow, they apply 
traction along protrusions attached to the ECM through integrins at focal adhesions, 
which causes local deformation and remodeling. The deformation can be detected by 
other cells if  they are within range of the sprout. A strong deformation signal could 
cause endothelial cells within other vessels to adopt the angiogenic phenotype and form 
a new sprout, similar to how deformation signals promote growth as discussed earlier. 
The amount of deformation that sprouts can generate as well as the range over which 
cell-generated forces travel depends on the stiffness of the ECM. In stiffer matrix, 
sprouts produce less deformation, forces are not transmitted as far, and as a result, cells 
within other microvessels experience less extracellular loading and are less prone to 
adopt the angiogenic phenotype and sprout into a new branch. Although we use a 
random-based mechanism for branching in our growth model rather than a deterministic 
approach, we were able to capture this behavior by scaling the probability of branch 
formation with respect to local matrix density.
The model outlined in this study incorporated a number of simplifying assumptions,
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and made use of random processes rather than mechanistic and/or deterministic 
approaches to represent certain aspects of angiogenesis. These limitations are in part 
due to the fact that the exact mechanisms as to how the mechanical interaction between 
neovessels and the ECM affect all the different aspects of angiogenesis and 
neovasculaturization are not well understood. To describe these mechanisms, additional 
data are needed on both the deformations experienced by cells locally as well as how 
cells integrate those signals and respond. It is our hope that we can continue to expand 
the model incrementally, adding complexity as we gain additional experimental insight. 
For example, matrix density and fibril orientation were assumed to be constant over the 
growth period, which does not accurately represent changes in the ECM that are known 
to occur during angiogenesis. Angiogenic neovessels within our organ culture model 
extensively alter and condense the matrix via traction forces [12,48]. However, our 
current framework does not update physical and material properties of the ECM during 
the growth period in response to deformation caused by cellular traction forces. As a 
result, the function for calculating the scaling factor in Equation 4.3 is based on initial 
matrix density rather than current matrix density. Our goal when implementing the 
scaling factor was to obtain realistic representation of the growth and branching rate as 
matrix density change. The valid predictions of morphometric data in simulations at 
different matrix density levels indicate that the assumptions used in our approach were 
sufficient for our level of analysis even though it was calibrated using initial collagen 
concentration yet was applied to all time points during the simulation. In future work, 
coupling the growth model with the field theories of continuum mechanics will provide 
a simulation framework for studying how mechanical forces and ECM structure at the
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microscale influence the topology of the vascular network. Such a framework could be 
extended to other morphogenic processes and would allow investigators to establish 
cause-and-effect relationships between cell-generated forces, matrix deformation and 
remodeling, the subsequent cellular response, and the morphology of the emerging 
tissue.
In summary, increasing the density of the ECM significantly reduced angiogenesis 
and network formation within a 3D organ culture model of angiogenesis. The 
computational framework outlined in this study was capable of predicting this observed 
experimental behavior by adjusting neovessel growth rate and branching probability 
according to local ECM density, demonstrating that these changes in neovessel behavior 
are responsible for the differences in vascular topology we found. In future studies, this 
computational framework could be extended in the future by coupling vessel growth 
with matrix deformation, enabling advanced study of the mechanics of angiogenesis and 
other morphogenic processes.
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CHAPTER 5
A COUPLED MODEL OF NEOVESSEL GROWTH AND MATRIX 
MECHANICS DESCRIBES AND PREDICTS 
ANGIOGENESIS IN VITRO
5.1 Abstract
During angiogenesis, sprouting microvessels interact with the extracellular matrix 
(ECM) by degrading and reorganizing the matrix, applying traction forces and 
producing deformation. Morphometric features of the resulting microvascular network 
are affected by the interaction between the matrix and angiogenic microvessels. The 
objective of this study was to develop a continuous-discrete modeling approach to 
simulate mechanical interactions between growing neovessels and the deformation of 
the matrix in vitro. This was accomplished by coupling an existing angiogenesis 
growth model which uses properties of the ECM to regulate angiogenic growth with the 
nonlinear finite element software FEBio (www.febio.org). FEBio solves for the 
deformation and remodeling of the matrix caused by active stress generated by 
neovessel sprouts, and this deformation was used to update the ECM into the current 
configuration. After mesh resolution and parameter sensitivity studies, the model was 
used to accurately predict vascular alignment for various gel boundary conditions.
Alignment primarily arises passively as microvessels convect with the deformation of 
the matrix, but active alignment along collagen fibrils plays a role as well. Predictions 
of alignment were most sensitive to the range over which active stresses were applied 
and the viscoelastic time constant in the material model. The computational framework 
provides a flexible platform for interpreting in vitro investigations of vessel-matrix 
interactions, predicting new experiments, and simulating conditions that are outside 
current experimental capabilities.
5.2 Introduction
New vasculature arises from existing vasculature by the process of angiogenesis. A 
number of challenges within medical and bioengineering research are associated with 
angiogenesis and the expansion of the microvasculature. In normal tissue, angiogenesis 
is involved with exercise, reproduction, and development of the embryo [1-3]. In 
pathological tissue, angiogenesis is associated with cancer and atherosclerosis causing 
uncontrolled vessel growth, while ischemia, scar formation, and poor wound healing 
involve insufficient vessel growth and perfusion [4-8]. Bioengineering challenges 
concerning angiogenesis involve promoting neovascularization of scaffolds for 
engineering tissue implants [9-11]. Angiogenesis is highly sensitive to both the local 
chemical and mechanical microenvironment [7, 12-14], and although extensive research 
has been performed regarding the chemical regulation of angiogenesis, the mechanical 
factors that regulate angiogenesis remain poorly understood.
Neovessels expand the vascular bed through the extracellular space via extension 
and mitosis, applying traction and migrating along components of the extracellular
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matrix (ECM) [15]. Successful tissue neovascularization requires that the topology of 
the new network meets the perfusion and metabolic requirements for that tissue [16]. 
Mechanical interactions during angiogenesis, i.e., traction applied by neovessels to the 
ECM and the corresponding deformation, are important regulators of growth and 
neovascularization. Mechanical aspects of the ECM including material properties, 
density and boundary conditions modulate these mechanical interactions. For example, 
using a 3D in vitro organ culture model of microvessel fragments within a type-I 
collagen gel, we have demonstrated that changing the matrix boundary conditions 
drastically affects the topology and rate of growth of the new vascular network (Figure 
5.1) [17-22]. Microvessels within free-floating, unconstrained constructs grew into a 
microvascular network with no preferred orientation (Figure 5.1 C). When the long- 
axis of the hexahedral constructs was constrained, microvessels aligned along this 
constrained axis [19, 20, 22] (Figure 5.1 D). However, this alignment did not correlate 
with stress within the gel, as constraining the short-axis of the gel did not lead to 
alignment along that direction [22] (Figure 5.1 E). Additionally, when the density of 
the matrix was increased, the rate of angiogenic growth and branching decreased and 
neovascularization was reduced [18]. In all of these experiments, we found that 
restricting cells from deforming and remodeling the matrix (i.e., increasing the apparent 
stiffness, either through increasing density or adding a boundary constraint) reduced 
angiogenesis. However, the dynamic relationship between cell-generated forces, the 
deformation of the ECM, and angiogenic growth and neovascularization requires 
further characterization and study. Morphogenic processes such as angiogenesis occur 
across different physical scales. Individual cellular behavior within neovessel sprouts at
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Figure 5.1: Boundary constraints induce alignment during in vitro culture of 
angiogenic microvessel fragments in 3D collagen gels. Microvessel fragments were 
harvested from rat fat pads and cultured in a type-I collagen matrix. (A) A parent 
microvessel fragment in 3D collagen gel imaged using two-photon microscopy. 
Endothelial cells and pericytes were imaged using autofluoresence (green), collagen 
fibrils were imaged using second-harmonic generation (red). Scale bar 20 ^m. (B) 
Schematic of a hexahedral vascularized construct subjected to various boundary 
conditions. The long-axis of the gels was defined as the x-axis, the short-axis as the 
y-axis, and the thickness of the gel as the z-axis. (C) Schematic (top) and confocal 
image (bottom) of unconstrained vascularized construct. The interior black box in 
the schematic indicates the location of image acquisition using confocal 
microscopy. Microvessel growing in the free-floating unconstrained gels had no 
preferred orientation. Scale bar 500 ^m. (D) When the long-axis of the gel was 
constrained, microvessels were highly aligned along the constrained axis. (E) In 
contrast, constraining the short-axis of the constructs resulted in random 
microvessel alignment, demonstrating that alignment does not correlate with stress 
in the matrix due to an imposed boundary constraint. Rather, transverse matrix 
deformation produces the alignment, and this deformation depends on the local 
effective stiffness of the ECM.
the microscale (< 1 mm) regulates the emergent properties of the new vascular network 
at the tissue macroscale (> 1 mm), such as vascular perfusion, branching, and 
orientation. In vitro cell and organ culture models typically do not permit the 
manipulation of experimental conditions and observation of the response across length 
scales (i.e., changing properties at the macroscale while observing behavior at the 
microscale and vice versa), providing insufficient information on how individual 
neovessel sprouts react in response to macroscopic changes to the ECM such as the 
addition of a boundary constraint. Additionally, data from these experiments are often 
limited to a single time point and do not provide information into dynamic regulation of 
angiogenic growth. Therefore, we designed and implemented a computational model of 
angiogenesis in order to supplement our experimental efforts. This growth model uses 
information about the local ECM to determine neovessel growth and branching and is 
capable of accurately describing angiogenesis across changes in matrix fibril orientation 
and density [18, 23]. However, in these past studies the properties of the matrix 
remained constant during simulations and did not include changes that occur as a result 
of matrix deformation. Neovessels change the properties that regulate their growth as 
they deform and remodel the matrix, creating a dynamic feedback loop in which growth 
is coupled to matrix deformation. To the best of our knowledge, no existing model of 
angiogenesis includes the capability to study the dynamic biomechanical regulation of 
growth with regards to macroscopic tissue morphology.
The objective of this research was to expand our existing growth model to include 
these dynamic mechanical interactions between neovessels and the matrix, and to 
demonstrate the ability of the computational framework to describe and predict
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experimental morphometric and geometric measurements of angiogenesis. We coupled 
our discrete computational model of angiogenesis with the nonlinear finite element (FE) 
software FEBio [24]. FEBio was used to solve for the deformation caused by cell­
generated forces applied to the ECM, and this solution was used to update the 
biophysical properties of the ECM, creating a dynamic feedback between matrix 
mechanics and angiogenic growth. The framework was calibrated using simulations of 
long-axis constrained gels with the goal of describing the results for vascular alignment 
seen in the experiments. The model was then used to predict vascular alignment in the 
other two experimental boundary conditions (unconstrained, short-axis constrained) to 
demonstrate how these individual mechanical interactions produce global vascular 
alignment in a general sense. The resulting modeling framework provides a flexible 
and robust platform for investigating the dynamic biomechanical regulation of complex 
cellular processes such as angiogenesis. Many morphogenic processes involve a similar 
biomechanical regulation of cellular behavior over time, and in the future these methods 
could be extended to study similar processes such as neurogenesis and 
lymphangiogenesis as well as tumor formation and metastasis.
5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Culture of vascularized constructs 
Collagen-based vascularized constructs were used as a 3D in vitro model of 
sprouting angiogenesis. Microvessel fragments were isolated and cultured using 
methods described previously [18-20, 22, 25]. All components were obtained through 
Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA) unless otherwise noted. Epididymal fat pads were harvested
from male Sprague-Dawley rats in accordance to the University of Utah Institutional 
Animal Care and Use Committee and then minced and subjected to limited digestion 
with collagenase (Worthington Biochemical, Lakewood, NJ). Fragments were then 
washed twice and resuspended in L-15 media. The solution was sequentially filtered 
through 350 and 30 ^m sterile nylon filters to remove both large clumps of tissue and 
single cells. The remaining microvessels were resuspended in 3.0 mg/ml liquid 
collagen at 50,000 fragments/ml and poured into Teflon molds to cast the vascularized 
constructs into a hexahedral shape (20.5 x 5 .5  x 3 . 0  mm). Unconstrained (UNC) 
constructs were left free-floating in media during culture (Figure 5.1 C). Long-axis 
constrained (LAC) constructs were created by inserting a stainless steel mesh into the 
liquid collagen solution prior to polymerization in order to prevent contraction along the 
long-axis (x-axis) during growth [20, 22] (Figure 5.1 D). Short-axis constrained (SAC) 
constructs were similarly constrained along the short-axis (y-axis) using a stainless steel 
mesh [22] (Figure 5.1 E). Microvessel constructs were cultured for 6 days in serum- 
free culture media [26] supplemented with rhVEGF (Peprotech, Rocky Hill, NJ). A 
total of 7 constructs were cultured for each boundary condition (Nexp = 7). Gel 
contraction was defined as the negative of axial engineering strain along each direction 
(sxx, syy, and szz) and was calculated by collecting digital images of the vascularized 
constructs and measuring the final dimensions at the geometric center. Acellular 
controls were used to obtain measurements in the reference configuration.
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5.3.2 Imaging and quantification of microvessel alignment 
After 6 days of culture, constructs were fixed in paraformaldehyde and stained with 
Isolectin GS-IB4 conjugated to Alexa 488 to fluorescently label endothelial cells. 3D 
image datasets of vascular networks within the collagen gels were obtained using laser 
scanning confocal microscopy. The constructs were oriented within the long-axis 
parallel to the horizontal imaging axis (x-axis) and imaging was performed at the 
geometric center of each construct. Each volumetric image dataset consisted of 4 
adjacent (2 x 2) 10x stacks with a 2.5 ^m step size through the thickness (z-direction) 
covering a depth of 300 ^m. The assembled mosaic datasets had dimensions of 2548 x 
2548 x 300 ^m (1024 x 1024 x 120 voxels). Datasets were processed and skeletonized 
using the AMIRATM software (Visage Imaging, San Diego, CA), as described 
previously [19, 20, 22]. To quantify vascular alignment in the 3D image data, a custom 
software application WinFiber3D [27] was used to measure the angle that each 
microvessel formed relative to the long-axis (x-axis) of the construct.
5.3.3 Finite element mesh 
The vascularized constructs were discretized using a rectilinear hexahedral FE 
mesh. To reduce computational cost, a 1/8th symmetry model was created. Symmetry 
planes were defined in the xy-, xz-, and yz-planes at the geometric center of the 
construct (Figure 5.2). Nodes along the xy-, xz-, and yz- symmetry planes were 
constrained in the z , y , and x directions, respectively. When simulating a LAC gel, 
nodes along the face of the mesh normal to the -x  direction were fully constrained 
representing the boundary condition imposed by the stainless steel mesh. In the SAC
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Figure 5.2: FE representation of vascularized collagen gels. Symmetry was 
applied when constructing the mesh, creating an 1/8th symmetry model. Nodes 
along the xy-, xz-, and yz- symmetry planes were constrained in the z, y, and x 
directions, respectively. At the conclusion of each simulation, the gel contraction 
(sxx, syy, and szz) was measured along where the symmetry planes intersect, 
corresponding to the geometric center of the construct.
simulations, nodes along the face of the mesh normal to the - y  direction were fully 
constrained. Simulations of the UNC constructs included no additional nodal 
constraints beyond the symmetry constraints. At the conclusion of each simulation, the 
gel contraction (sec, syy, and szz) was measured along where the symmetry planes 
intersect, corresponding to the geometric center of the construct, in order to compare to 
experimental data.
5.3.4 Discrete computational model of microvessel growth 
Microvessel geometry was predicted by angio3d, a computational growth model of 
microvessel fragments during spontaneous angiogenesis [18, 23]. The model predicts 
the direction and rate of microvessel growth based on physical properties of the ECM, 
including collagen fibril orientation and matrix density, and the model has been 
validated against experimental measurements of angiogenic growth within vascularized 
constructs with both randomly orientated and aligned ECM [23] and for various levels 
of matrix density [18].
Matrix density and fibril orientation were specified at each node of the FE mesh. 
During initialization, a random collagen fibril unit vector, 6, was generated for each 
node, as collagen fibrils are randomly aligned in both acellular and vascularized 
constructs at Day 0 [20]. The initial collagen density p 0 was also prescribed at each 
node, based on the 3.0 mg/ml density in the experiments. Microvessels were 
represented as a discrete collection of end-to-end line segments. The model was 
initialized by seeded initial line segments throughout the mesh at random position and 
orientation. Both ends of each segment were designated active growth tips, and any
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segment with an active growth tip was referred to as a sprout. At each discrete time 
step, neovessel elongation (i.e., growth) was simulated by the addition of a new line 
segment v at each active tip location (Figure 5.3 A). Local ECM information was used 
to determine the orientation of the new segment, described by the unit vector v , and the 
length of the new segment, described by the magnitude ||v||. The FE trilinear shape
functions were used to interpolate nodal values of fibril orientation and matrix density 
to the location of the sprout:
8
«  ( x ,  )  =  Z  « j N j  ( x , )  ■ (5 1 )
j  = 1 
8
P ( x s ) = Y P j N j  ( )  . (5 2)
j =1
In these equations, x, is the position of the active sprout tip, 0j and p j are the 
fibril orientation vector and matrix density at node j , and N is the value of the shape 
function for node j evaluated at the sprout position. The direction of a new neovessel 
segment ( v  , the net direction of growth over the time step) was determined by a 
weighted average of the parent sprout’s direction and the local collagen fibril 
orientation [18]. The length of a new segment, ||v||, representing the net amount of
growth that occurred over the time step, was calculated from experimental 
data and scaled relative to local matrix density as described previously [18]. After each 
elongation step, the active sprout tip was transferred from the parent segment to the new 
segment accordingly.
Branching, the spontaneous formation of a new sprout along an existing vessel, was 











Figure 5.3: Angiogenesis was simulated using a discrete growth model. 
Microvessels were represented as a collection end-to-end line segments. Segments 
with an active growth tips were defined as sprouts, indicated by the segments with 
an arrowhead. (A) Neovessel elongation (i.e., growth) was simulated by creating 
new line segments at all active sprout tips. The direction of the new segment,»’ , 
was determined by local collagen fibril orientation and the direction of the parent 
segment. After the growth step, the active tip was transferred to the new segment 
from the parent segment. (B) Branching was modeled as a random process. During 
each time step, all segments in the simulation generated a random number. If this 
number was less than the branching probability b0, then that segment was allowed 
to branch and a new active sprout was created along the direction of tv . (C) 
Anastomosis, the fusing of two microvessels, was permitted for any active sprout 
within 25 ^m of another vessel. This was simulated by creating a new line segment 
connecting the two vessels and disabling all growth tips.
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was generated for all segments. If the number exceeded a branching probability, b0,
of the new branch, vb , was determined by local collagen orientation and the projector 
formed by the outer product of the direction of parent segment , v  , with itself such that
where 0  is the collagen fibril orientation at the position of the new branch point as 
determined by Equation 5.1 and I  is the second-order identity tensor. The branching 
probability for each segment was scaled according to local matrix density such that the 
probability of forming a branch decreased as density increased, as described previously
[18]. The formation of new vascular connection within the emerging network via 
anastomosis was permitted for all active sprouts within close proximity of another 
vessel. If a sprout was within 25 ^m of another segment, the vessels anastomose by 
creating a line segment connecting the active sprout and intersection point (Figure 5.3 
C). After anastomosis, any active growth tips involved in the event were inactivated. 
This method of simulating anastomosis provides accurate predictions of morphometric 
data describing the vascular network such as number of branch points, number of free 
ends, and network interconnectivity [18].
5.3.5 Vessel boundary conditions 
If a new segment crossed the boundaries of the simulation domain, the segment was 
divided into a portion inside the mesh, v i , and a portion outside the mesh, vo (Figure
5.4 A, B):
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Figure 5.4: Vessel boundary conditions in the growth model. Vectors inside the 
mesh are dashed, vectors outside are solid. (A) When a segment was found to grow 
outside the mesh and through a boundary face, the segment was split into an inside 
component, ' ’ , and an outside component, v (B). There were two different types
of boundary conditions enforced on microvessels during growth. (C) Mesh 
boundary: The faces of the mesh at the symmetry planes and any fully constrained 
face representing the stainless steel mesh were considered mesh boundaries. When 
a vessel encountered one of these boundaries, the outside component was 
disregarded and growth ended at the point where the segment intersected the 
boundary face. (D) Gel boundary: Unconstrained faces of the mesh were 
considered gel boundaries and represent the external surface of the gel that contacts 
the growth media. When a vessel encountered this type of boundary, its outside 
component was projected into the plane of the boundary face. The outside 
component was replaced with this projection^ , causing the vessel to change
direction and start growing within the plane of the boundary.
v = Vi + V o . (5.4)
Two types of boundaries were considered. The faces of the mesh that did not 
correspond to the edge of the gel space (i.e., where the gel contacts the stainless steel 
mesh or at symmetry planes) were considered mesh boundaries. When a new segment 
penetrated one of these faces while simulating growth, vo was simply discarded (i.e., 
set to 0) and v was replaced by vi and the growth tip was deactivated (Figure 5.4 C).
The other faces of the mesh represent the edges of the construct. When a new segment 
was found to grow beyond one of these faces (construct boundaries), the portion of the 
new segment outside of the mesh, vo, was decomposed into a component that laid
within the boundary face, vy , and a component normal to the boundary face, v±,
v,| = ( l - n ® n ) - v 0, (5.5)
v± = vo ~ v\\, (5-6)
where n is the unit normal of the boundary face. A new line segment was set to v and
this became the new growth tip of the neovessel (Figure 5.4 D). This caused vessels 
that encountered a construct boundary to change direction and grow along the boundary 
face, as it was observed that vessels exhibit this behavior upon encountering the edge of 
the matrix during culture [22].
5.3.6 Representation of active stress produced by microvessels 
Each active sprout was assigned an active stress field a  to represent the stress 
generated by the sprout tip on the ECM as cells in the neovessel sprout apply traction.
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To calculate the active stress at a position x  inside the mesh due to a particular sprout 
located at x s , a distance vector r  was drawn such that
The active stress produced on the ECM by the sprout tip was then calculated based 
on the length (|| r | |) and orientation ( r ) of this vector:
This mathematical representation of the sprout stress was chosen to mimic the “fan” 
deformation pattern of collagen fibrils that has been observed around sprout tips during 
angiogenic growth [28]. The exponential term in Equation 5.8 caused sprout stresses to 
be localized around the sprout tip. The cosine power term, which is a function of the 
angle ^, gives the stress field directionality. The angle ^  was measured between the 
sprout orientation vector, v, and the vector r  (Figure 5.5 A). The parameters a, b, and N  
were adjustable parameters: a  scaled the magnitude of the sprout stress, b determined 
the range over which the sprout acts, and N  controlled the width of the stress field 
(Figure 5.5 B, C).
Each sprout stress field was mirrored across symmetry planes to account for the 
influence of microvessels in the portions of the construct that were not represented by 
the FE mesh. The total active stress contribution from a single sprout, aA, was
determined by a sum of the sprout stress, a  , defined by Equation 5.8 and the 7
r = r r = xr — x  . (5.7)
5.3.7 Symmetry of sprout stress fields
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Figure 5.5: Each active sprout tip was assigned an active sprout stress field. (A) 
When calculating stress at a point x, a vector r  was drawn from x  to the location of 
the sprout tip. The active stress applied to the mesh was calculated using Equation 
5.8 and was a function of the distance away from the sprout, ||r||, and^, the angle 
formed between r  and the direction of the sprout, v. (B) The exponential 
component of Equation 5.8 caused stress to exponential decrease as the distance 
away from the sprout increased, localizing stress around the sprout tip. By a 
distance of 5/b, stress essentially drops to zero. (C) The width of the sprout stress 
field was controlled by N, the exponent in the cosine power term. If N  was set to 0, 
then the stress field was isotropic and had no preferred orientation (dashed line, no 
markers). Setting N  greater than or equal to 1 caused the majority of force to be 
directed into the regions directly in front of the neovessel tip, and the width of the 
sprout force field decreased for larger values of N.
mirrored sprout stress fields such that




Each mirrored sprout stress field was calculated using Equation 5.8 at a mirrored 
sprout position, x's . Each of the 7 mirrored sprout positions for a sprout at x's was 
calculated by the equation
x S = x s + A  ■ s , (5.10)
where s was a vector that contained the x-, y-, and z-coordinates of the geometric cent of 
the construct ([s] = [10.25 2.75 1.5] mm). The contents of the matrix A  were 
dependent on which symmetry planes were being considered when calculating x ' ,
Au = 1 if mirroring across yz  symmetryplane, otherwise Au = 0.
A22 = 1 if mirroring across xz symmetryplane, otherwise A22 = 0.
A  = A33 = 1 if mirroring across xy symmetryplane, otherwiseA33 = 0.
A  = 0 if i * j
.(5.11)
Each of the 7 mirrored stress fields was calculated by determining a mirrored sprout 
position based on Equation 5.10, drawing a mirrored distance vector r ' using Equation 
5.7, and calculating the mirrored stress using Equation 5.8.
5.3.8 Constitutive model 
At any time during the simulation, the total stress at a location in the construct was 
determined by the sum of the active stress component a  and the passive stress 
response ap , governed by the constitutive model, such that
a  = a A + a P . (5.12)
The material behavior of construct was represented with a composite constitutive 
model based on mixture theory [29] in order to account for the time-varying properties 
of the constructs as the gels were gradually vascularized during angiogenesis. The 
passive stress a  was defined as a weighted sum of the material behavior of the 
microvessels, a  , and the ECM, a  ,
ap =$(TV + (1 - p ) a eCM , (5.13)
where p  is the volume fraction of the element that is occupied by microvessels. At the 
beginning of culture, p  << 1 and the acellular ECM component dominates the total 
material response. As growth progresses, p  increases and the total material response 
shifts towards the properties of the vascularized construct.
An isotropic neo-Hookean constitutive model was used to represent the material 
properties of the vascularized construct (modulus Evess, v  = 0.0). The stress in this 
material due to deformation was calculated as
E
av = E j J (B  - 1 ) , (5.14)
where J  is the Jacobian and B  is the left Cauchy deformation tensor. A hyperelastic 
constitutive model based on a uniform continuous fiber distribution was used to 
represent the ECM [30]. This model captures the equilibrium material behavior of 
collagen gels including nonlinear elasticity, strain-induced anisotropy, low modulus in 
compression, and a strain-dependent Poisson’s ratio [31]. This model consists of a fiber 
component that only acts in tension (with a nonlinear fiber modulus E ) embedded 
within a ground matrix material. The ground matrix was set as an isotropic neo-
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Hookean material with modulus EM and Poisson’s ratio v  = 0.0, as water was free to 
leave the gel during deformation due to the slow rate of cellular loading. The total 
stress in this material due to deformation, a  , was calculated as a sum of the stress in 
the ground substance and fiber components, such that




(B - / ) ,  (5.16)
a fib = j  4Efb I~J7  ( l n -  1)H ( ln -  1)n 0  " d a , (517)
I n = n ■ n = N  ■ B  ■ N  (5.18)
In these equations, In is the fiber invariant of the deformation and N  and n  are the 
vectors along the fiber orientation in the reference and current configuration 
respectively, and H (•) is the Heaviside step function used to ensure that these fibers 
only contribute stress under tension. The stress contribution from the fiber components 
u fib is calculated by the surface integration of a unit sphere spanned by all directions of
n . To accurately represent the material behavior of the native collagen gels, this 
constitutive model needed to represent a large disparity in stiffness in tension and 
compression. The two constitutive models used in this framework exhibit drastically 
different behavior in compression vs. tension (Figure 5.6 A, B). Experimental data 
obtained during uniaxial extension of hexahedral acellular collagen gels were used to 
calibrate the material model parameters (Figure 5.6 C) [32]. Values of the material 
coefficients can be found in Table 5.1.
a
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Figure 5.6: Stress-strain plots for the material model used in the simulation. A 
composite material was used to account for the properties of both the acellular ECM 
and the microvessel network. This material uses a weighted average of the ECM 
and microvessel stress response to determine the stress for the composite as a whole. 
(A) Cauchy stress vs. Green-Lagrange strain for the ECM and microvessel materials 
in compression. Minimum principal strain within the simulations reached -0.4. The 
ECM material offers very little stress to resist compression compared to the 
microvessel material. (B) Cauchy stress vs. Green-Lagrange strain for the ECM and 
microvessel materials in tension. Maximum principal strain within the simulations 
reached 0.1. The ECM material acts much stiffer in tension than in compression, 
demonstrating the tension-compression nonlinear for this material. (C) Engineering 
stress vs. engineering strain for the ECM material. Data from uniaxial extension of
3.0 mg/ml collagen gels were used to set the modulus of the ECM material in 
tension, /; . Experimental data are presented as the dashed line with “x” markers,
while the material fit is presented as the solid line with circular markers. Our 
material model was able to produce excellent agreement with the experimental data 
within the range of data tested during the experiment.
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Table 5.1: Baseline values for all parameters within the model. These values were 
used in all simulations except for during the parameter sensitivity analysis, in which the 
parameters were varied with respect to the baseline values listed here. The percentage 
that each parameter was varied during the parameter sensitivity study is listed in the 
column on the far right.
Param eter Description Value Vary
Nfrag
Number of initial neovessel parent 
fragments 2114 --
b0 Branching probability 0.1 --
a Sprout stress magnitude (per single sprout) 3.72 ^Pa 50%
b Sprout stress range 250 ^m 25%
N Sprout stress width (cosine exponent) 2 50%
Ee m
ECM constitutive model: Stiffness of 




ECM constitutive model: Nonlinear fiber 
stiffness (governs tensile response) 345.2 Pa 50%
Evess Microvessel constitutive model: Modulus 3.452 kPa 50%
T Viscoelastic time constant
1.08
seconds 25%
Previous research has demonstrated that stress within vascularized constructs is 
dissipated over a time scale of seconds [22]. This behavior is most likely due to the 
large water content within collagen gels. To include this behavior within the material 
model, viscoelastic behavior akin to a Maxwell fluid model was added. The time- 
varying second Piola-Kirchhoff stress, S {t), was defined as
s ( o = } g ( , - * ) ^ ,  (5 .19)
t
G{t) = e T, (5.20)
where the passive elastic stress SP was the pull-back of the passive Cauchy stress c P as
determined by Equation 5.13, G(t) was the reduced relaxation function, and t  was the 
relaxation time constant.
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5.3.9 Coupling the discrete growth model with ECM mechanics 
FEBio, a nonlinear FE software, was used to solve for the deformation of the ECM 
in response to cellular loading [24]. The coupling between angio3d and FEBio was 
accomplished through AngioFE, a “plugin” file for FEBio. A plugin is a precompiled, 
dynamically linked library that can be associated with an executable at run-time. The 
AngioFE is available online for download at http://febio.org/plugins/angiofe/. AngioFE 
has access to all the base classes in the FEBio and angio3d libraries, allowing it to 
perform all the computations required for the simulation, including simulating 
microvessel growth, applying active stress to the mesh, and calling the nonlinear FE 
solver. FEBio loads the plugin file at startup and executes all tasks within AngioFE.
This framework allows users to include new functionality into their FE analysis without 
the need to edit and rebuild the entire FEBio source code. First, angio3d simulated a 
growth step using fibril orientation and matrix density information in the ECM field at 
time step n (Figure 5.7 A). Then, sprout stresses were applied to the mesh (Figure 5.7 
B). Next, FEBio was called to solve for the deformation field using the cell-generated 
loading scenario (Figure 5.7 C). Finally, the deformation field predicted by FEBio was 
used to update microvessel position and orientation, as well as fibril orientation and 
density in the ECM field for the next time step n+1 (Figure 5.7 D). The next growth 
step in angio3d used this updated ECM field.
Microvessels were updated to the deformed configuration by interpolating nodal 
displacement to the location of each segment position, xs , using the shape functions
within the mesh. At time step n, the current position of a segment was calculated as
8
x n = E  u '!Nj (x ;-‘). (5.21)
j=1
where un was the displacement vector for node j at time n, and N j was the shape
function for node j  evaluated at the previous position of the segment, xs”-1. Nodal
displacement un was defined as the change in position of node j  between time points n
and n-1. This method of updating microvessel positions meant that microvessel 
deformation was compatible with the deformation of the ECM.
The biophysical properties of the ECM that regulated growth were updated to the 
current configuration as well. Free vectors representing collagen fibril orientation were 
updated to the current configuration using the deformation gradient tensor, F,
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Figure 5.7: Schematic of the coupling between the discrete growth model angio3d 
and the nonlinear FE software FEBio. (A) First, angio3d simulated a growth step 
using fibril orientation and matrix density information in the ECM field at time step 
n. (B) Then, a sprout stress field was applied to the mesh at each active sprout tip 
location. (C) FEBio was then used to solve for the deformation caused by the sprout 
loading scenario. (D) Lastly, the kinematic information predicted by FEBio was 
used to update the growth model for the next time step n+1. This process included 
displacing and re-orientating microvessels, re-orientating collagen fibrils, and 




where 0" was the collagen fibril orientation vector for node j  at time n, F 1 was the 
deformation gradient tensor for node j  at time n-1, and 0°was the initial fibril
orientation vector for node j .  Fibril orientation vectors were normalized after each 
update to ensure these vectors remained unit vectors. Matrix density was updated into 
the current configuration using the conservation of mass. Assuming the total mass of 
matrix within each element does not change through the simulation, but matrix density 
changes as the element changes volume during the deformation. The volume change is 
measured through the Jacobian of the deformation, J  = det (F ) . The matrix density for 
node j  at time n was calculated as
where J n 1 was the Jacobian for node j  at time n-1 and p 0 was the initial matrixj J '3
density for node j .  After this update, AngioFE then began the next time step n+1 and 
called angio3d to calculate the next growth step within the updated ECM field.
Initial microvessel fragments were seeded in a random distribution within the 
simulation domain based on the seeding density in the experiments. Unless otherwise 
noted, parameters were prescribed at the values listed in Table 5.1. The ECM material 
coefficients were fit to experimental testing of acellular collagen gels and the vessel 
material coefficient was scaled relative to this experimentally determined value [32]. 
The value for the branching probability b0 was determined in a previous study [18].
(5.23)
5.3.10 Simulation of angiogenesis within rectangular constructs
The sprout stress magnitude a  was determined by matching gel contraction in the LAC 
simulations to measurements from the experiments. The other sprout stress parameters 
b and N  were prescribed in order to re-create the “fan-shape” deformation patterns seen 
in collagen fibrils using live two-photon imaging of angiogenic neovessels [28].
In the first study, we performed a mesh convergence study by running simulations at 
various levels of mesh resolution. Convergence was based on the contractile strains 
predicted by the simulations. Three simulations were run at each mesh resolution with 
different seedings of the random number generator. Contraction was considered 
converged once the difference between predictions of contraction for the next mesh 
resolution level dropped below a predetermined threshold (s  = 1e-3). After the 
required mesh resolution was determined, microvessel alignment was measured at the 
geometric center of the gel, corresponding to the region that was imaged during the 
experiments. Then, a parameter sensitivity study was performed on the model. The 
three sprout stress parameters (a, b, N) and four material coefficients ( EM , Efib, Evess, f
were all increased and decreased by 50% (25% in the case of some parameters due to 
high sensitivity) of their baseline values in Table 5.1. Three simulations were 
performed for each parameter variation at the same random seeds used for the mesh 
resolution determined in the convergence study. Sensitivity was quantified by 
normalizing the percent change in contraction by the percent change in the parameter.
After the mesh convergence study and parameter sensitivity studies were completed 
using the LAC geometry and boundary conditions, the modeling framework was used to 
predict growth in two additional rectangular boundary conditions: unconstrained 
(UNC), and short-axis constrained (SAC). The converged mesh from the LAC
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simulations was used and the boundary conditions were modified accordingly. 
Contraction and microvessel alignment were measured at the geometric center of the 
construct from each simulation and the data were compared to data from the constrained 
construct experiments. A two-tailed Student’s t-test with unequal variance (Welch’s t- 
test) was performed between experimental and computational gel contraction data to 
detect any statistical difference ( a  = 0.05). If a statistical difference could not be 
detected, a TOST-test (Two One-Sided T-test [33]) was performed to test for statistical 
equivalence ( a =  0.05, 0 =  0.3).
5.3.11 Simulation of angiogenesis within circular constructs 
Angiogenesis was also simulated in circular constructs in order to further 
demonstrate the capabilities of the framework using alternative matrix geometry and 
boundary conditions. We have previously cultured circular vascularized constructs, 
both unconstrained and constrained, in previous experimental efforts [18, 22]. The 
circular constructs had a diameter of 15.0 mm and a thickness of 2.8 mm in the z 
direction to match the dimensions of circular vascularized constructs in previous 
experiments (see Chapter 4). The 1/8th symmetry model of the circular constructs were 
used and nodes along the xy-, xz-, and yz- symmetry planes were constrained in the z, y, 
and x directions, respectively. The unconstrained (CU) constructs had no additional 
boundary conditions, while the circular constrained (CC) had displacement fully 
constrained along the circumference. The parameter set for these simulations was 
identical to the rectangular construct simulations listed in Table 5.1. At the conclusion 
of each simulation, the deformed radius of the construct was measured at an angle of
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45° with respect to the x and y  axes and used the calculate radial gel contraction (srr) 
and the deformed thickness was used to calculate gel contraction in the z direction (szz).
5.4 Results
Growth in the vascularized constructs was consistent throughout all experiments. 
Neovessels sprouts from parent vessel fragments were evident at Days 2-3, and each 
experiment resulted in a well-established microvascular network within the construct by 
Day 6. Gel contraction and microvessel alignment data from the experiments 
resembled data from previous studies [22]. In the LAC simulations, the free faces of 
the construct contracted inward forming a “neck” shape, with the most contraction 
occurring at the right side of the mesh corresponding to the center of the construct 
(Figure 5.8). Each simulation resulted in a deformed mesh that closely resembled the 
shape of the constrained constructs at Day 6.
In order to determine a mesh resolution for which contraction in y  and z  was fully 
converged, we ran simulations with increasing mesh resolution. As mesh resolution 
was increased, contraction along the y  and z axes converged toward ~0.36 and ~0.30, 
respectively (Figure 5.9 A). Contraction in y  (syy) and contraction in z (szz) were both 
converged at a mesh resolution of 784 elements. Contraction results from the 784- 
element simulations were within one standard deviation of contraction measured in the 
experiments (Figure 5.9 B). Microvessels within the experiments were highly aligned 
along the long-axis of the construct (i.e., the constrained axis) at Day 6 of growth, and 
the computational model predicted similarly aligned microvasculature in the simulation 
of a LAC gel (Figure 5.10).
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A Day 0 B Day 6
Figure 5.8: Simulation of a long-axis constrained (LAC) vascularized gel. These 
results used the converged mesh resolution determined during convergence study. 
(A) At Day 0, the mesh was seeded with initial microvessel fragments. (B) At Day 
6, the gel has become highly perfused by microvessels and has deformed into a 
“neck” shape as seen in the LAC experiments. (C) Full-geometry construction of 
the gel as predicted by the deformed FE mesh. (D) The deformed gel geometry 
predicted in the simulation closely resembled the shape of long-axis constrained 
vascularized gels at Day 6. Scale bar 2 mm.
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Figure 5.9: Mesh convergence and gel contraction. (A) Mesh convergence was 
determined by running simulations with increasing levels of mesh refinement. 
Convergence was determined when predictions of contraction differed less than 1e- 
3 from results using the next mesh refinement level. Contraction in y  and z  were 
both converged at a resolution of 784 elements. (B) Engineering strain (gel 
contraction) from the experiments, shown in black, and the 784-element 
simulations, shown in gray. The model was able to produce good predictions of gel 
contraction, as values of syy and szz where both within one standard deviation of 
contraction measured in the experiments.
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Angle Bins
Figure 5.10: Microvessel alignment. (A) The computational model predictions of 
aligned microvessels within a LAC gel. The subset of microvessels shown below is 
a z-projection of microvessels at the geometric center of the gel (the right side of the 
mesh) and corresponds to the region of that was imaged using confocal microscopy. 
Scale bar 300 ^m. (B) The computational model predicted a distribution of 
microvessel alignment that was in excellent agreement with experimental 
measurements. Measurements were obtained by measuring the angle that each 
vessel formed with respect to the long-axis (x-axis) of the gel. Microvessels within 
the experiments and simulations were both highly aligned along the long-axis as 
seen in the large amount of vessels within the more acute angle bins. The gray 
dashed line illustrates expected data for a random network.
The sensitivity analysis of the sprout stress parameters demonstrated that the model 
was most sensitive to b, the parameter controlling the sprout stress range, while changes 
in the magnitude a  and the width of the stress field, controlled by N, had much less of 
an effect (Figure 5.11 A). There was little to no difference in sensitivity between syy 
and szz. Increasing the sprout stress range by decreasing the parameter b caused a more 
pronounced change in gel contraction than increasing b . The model predictions were 
sensitive to changes in the viscoelasticity relaxation time constant, r, while contraction 
was relatively insensitive to changes in the other parameters of the constitutive models 
(Figure 5.11 B). Decreasing the time constant sped up the rate of stress dissipation 
within the simulations, and the model was more sensitive to decreases in the time 
constant than increases. Additionally, the model was more sensitive to changes in the 
compressive modulus of the ECM material EM than the tensile modulus Efib and
showed roughly the same preference for Evess as EM .
Simulations of each construct boundary condition (UNC, LAC, SAC) predicted a 
deformed construct geometry and vascular alignment that closely resembled data from 
the constrained gel experiments (Figure 5.12). Contraction measured for each boundary 
condition was statistically indistinguishable from experimental data via Student’s t-test. 
Additionally, a statistical equivalence was detected between experimental and 
computational data via TOST-test for the following datasets: s^  and syy for the UNC 
gels, Syy for the LAC gels, and s„  for the SAC gels. Deformation in the UNC case was 
essentially isotropic (Figure 5.12 A), while the LAC constructs deformed only along the
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Figure 5.11: Sensitivity analysis of the model parameters associated with the 
sprout stress field and material model. Numerous simulations were run as each 
parameter was increased or decreased. The percent change in contraction that 
occurred in response to the variation in the parameter was collected. We normalized 
this value by the percent change in the parameter to quantify sensitivity. Variation 
in as each parameter decreases or increases can be seen in black and light gray,
respectively. Variation in c  as each parameter decreases or increases can be seen 
in dark gray and white, respectively. (A) Sensitivity analysis of the sprout stress 
parameters: a  (magnitude), b (range), and N  (controls the width of the stress field). 
The model was highly sensitive to changes in b, and was more sensitive to decreases 
in this parameter rather than increases. The model was relatively insensitive to the 
other two sprout stress parameters. (B) Sensitivity analysis for the material model 
parameters: A , , (tensile modulus of ECM material), E., (compressive modulus of
ECM material), E (modulus of the microvessel material, and r(tim e constant for
viscoelastic relaxation). Gel contraction was most sensitive to changes in the 
viscoelastic relaxation time, while relatively insensitive to the other parameters. 
Contraction was also more sensitive to variations in the compressive modulus for 
the ECM material (£ ,,.)  compared to changes in the tensile modulus ( E a) .
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Figure 5.12: Gel contraction and microvessel alignment for each of the three 
boundary conditions. (A-C) Engineering strain (gel contraction) was measured at 
the geometric center of each construct for the unconstrained (A), long-axis 
constrained (B), and short-axis constrained (C) constructs. Experimental 
measurements are shown in black, computational predictions of gel contraction are 
in gray. Statistical equivalence as detected by TOST-test is indicated by the bracket 
and equal sign. (D, E) Distributions of microvessel alignment with respect to the 
long-axis (x-axis) of the gel measured from the experiments (D) and predicted by 
the simulations (E). Microvessels in the LAC experiments were highly aligned 
along the long-axis, while randomly oriented in the UNC and SAC conditions. The 
computational simulations accurately predicted microvessel alignment in each of the 
three boundary conditions.
y  and z directions due to the boundary constraint (Figure 5.12 B). In the SAC 
constructs, the long-axis was unconstrained but still effectively stiff along this direction 
due to the long aspect ratio of the construct resulting in very little contraction along x 
(Figure 5.12 C). Vascular alignment predicted in simulations of each boundary 
condition closely resembled alignment data measured in the experiments (Figure 5.12
D, E). The simulation accurately predicted randomly aligned microvessel in the UNC 
and SAC constructs and vessels aligned along the long-axis in the LAC constructs 
(Figure 5.12 E).
Angiogenesis was simulated within circular constructs as well (Figure 5.13). 
Circular unconstrained (CU) constructs contracted inwards towards the geometric 
center of the mesh, contracting radially (and circumferentially) by srr = see = 0.195 and 
through the thickness by szz = 0.135 (Figure 5.13 C, F). Microvessels were aligned 
perpendicular to the radial contraction (i.e., circumferentially aligned) in the contracted 
regions of the gel near the deformed edge, while vessels within the center of the gel 
were randomly aligned within the xy-plane. These contraction and microvessel 
alignment results are similar to what we have found in previous experiments [18, 22], 
although contraction was more pronounced in our experiments than in these 
simulations. In the simulation of a circular constrained (CC) construct, radial and 
circumferential contraction was constrained but the gel was still free to contract through 
the thickness by szz = 0.209 (Figure 5.13 D, G). Microvessels within this construct were 
randomly aligned with the xy-plane, similar to what we have found in previous circular 
constrained gel experiments [22].
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Figure 5.13: Simulation of angiogenesis within a circular construct. (A) Initial 
geometry of the circular construct. A 1/8th symmetry model was used to reduce 
computational cost. Gel contraction along the radial direction (srr) was measured 
along the top surface at an angle of 45° with respect to the x and y  axes (red line). 
Gel contraction through the thickness ( s )  was measured at the geometric center of 
the construct (blue line). (B) Initial geometry of the circular construct at Day 0, (C) 
deformed geometry of the CU construct at Day 6, (D) deformed geometry of the CC 
construct at Day 6. The CU construct contracted inward towards the geometric 
center during the simulation, while the CC construct only contracted along the 
thickness of the construct. (E) Initial microvessel fragments at Day 0, (F) 
microvessels in the CU construct at Day 6, (G) microvessels in the CC construct at 
Day 6.
5.5 Discussion
We developed, implemented and performed a global validation of a computational 
framework that simulated angiogenic growth coupled to matrix deformation. The 
coupled growth model accurately predicted gel contraction and microvessel alignment 
during simulations of each of the rectangular boundary conditions. The model 
predicted random alignment within the UNC and SAC simulations and aligned 
microvasculature when simulating the LAC constructs, similar to what we found in the 
vascularized construct experiments. There are two mechanisms in the modeling 
framework that regulate microvessel alignment. The first mechanism for alignment 
occurs as microvessels convect with the anisotropic deformation of the matrix. This 
mechanism results from interpolating nodal displacement predicted by FEBio to the 
microvessel and can be interpreted as passive alignment. If the deformation field 
generated by sprout forces was isotropic, microvessels grew and deformed equally in all 
directions with no preferred orientation, as was the case for UNC constructs. However, 
in the LAC case the presence of the boundary constraint caused the construct to undergo 
anisotropic deformation. In the LAC constructs the length of the construct was fixed 
along the constrained axis as the construct contracted laterally. This displacement 
caused vessels to move inward along the y  and z  directions as these dimensions of the 
construct contracted, leaving the microvessels oriented along the x-axis. In the SAC 
case, the high effective stiffness prevented the construct from deforming along the long- 
axis, so sxx was considerably reduced. However, szz was unaffected in this case so 
microvessels were contracted along z and randomly aligned within the xy-plane, similar 
to the UNC case.
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The second alignment mechanism occurs as microvessels grow along collagen 
fibrils, which themselves become aligned passively. This is often referred to as contact 
guidance. As the construct contracted, the orientation of collagen fibrils was updated 
by the deformation gradient. In the LAC case, the deformation of the construct caused 
fibril orientation vectors to contract along the y  and z  direction, leaving these vectors 
aligned along the x-axis. This further caused neovessels to align along the constrained 
axis as the vessels received directional cues from the collagen fibrils through contact 
guidance. This can be interpreted as an active alignment mechanism, as it results from 
neovessels receiving information from the ECM, integrating these signals, and then 
growing along a certain direction based on this signal. For example, such a signal could 
be available binding sites along the length of aligned collagen fibrils. A distinct 
advantage of this modeling framework is that the mechanisms for passive and alignment 
can be deactivated individually. In doing so, we observed that passive alignment is the 
predominate mechanism governing microvessel alignment in these cultures. The 
addition of active alignment improved the accuracy of predictions, but the results were 
much more sensitive to the passive alignment mechanism. Additionally, alignment 
results were sensitive to the angle formed by new sprouts during branching. Previous 
formulations of the model enforced perpendicular sprouts when calculating branching, 
but we found that this reduced vascular alignment in the simulations as vessels 
sprouting from aligned microvessels in the later stages of the simulation were formed 
perpendicular to the preferred alignment direction and could not align quickly due to the 
persistence growth component. Scaling the projector tensor formed by the outer 
product of v in Equation 5.3 by one-half ensured that new sprouts still grew divergent
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from the parent sprout but facilitated better alignment of new vessels along collagen 
fibrils, improving alignment results in the simulations.
The model presented here presents a unique approach to modeling angiogenesis and 
tissue morphogenesis. The deformation of the macroscale was driven by cellular 
biomechanical activity at the microscale. The coupling of the discrete angiogenic 
growth model to FEBio allowed the model to track information at the small scale while 
resolving deformation at the macroscale. Individual neovessel sprouts generated 
localized stress fields that change position as the matrix deformed and neovessels grew. 
New stress fields were added when a new branch point emerged, stress fields were 
removed due to an anastomosis. By using a continuous field to represent each sprout 
stress field, we did not have to homogenize stress over the mesh; rather, stress could be 
calculated at any required location (see Equations 5.7, 5.8). The use of the FE method 
provided the means to homogenize the various discrete microscale aspects within the 
model across the continuum. Shape functions within the mesh were used to interpolate 
ECM fibril orientation, matrix density, and nodal displacement to the microscale. The 
material properties of the vascular network were homogenized using the volume 
fraction (f> within the composite material model (see Equation 5.13). The microvascular 
network was represented using a simple isotropic material, but the framework could be 
expanded to include an orthotropic material to represent the anisotropy induced by 
vascular alignment. The use of the dynamic discrete growth model to simulate 
angiogenesis allowed our framework to include the path-dependent aspects of 
angiogenesis as well. Growth was applied over discrete time steps using current 
information from the vascular network and ECM field. At the end of each time step,
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both the vascular components and the ECM field was updated using the kinematics 
information predicted by FEBio (i.e., displacing and re-orientating sprouts, re­
orientating collagen fibrils, and updating density). This created the dynamic link 
between cellular biomechanical activity and the matrix that exists during angiogenesis. 
Due to these features, we believe that this modeling framework presents a unique 
framework to investigate the complex biomechanical regulation of morphogenic 
processes such as angiogenesis that have often proven difficult to study in the past.
ECM contraction was sensitive to changes in the stress field that neovessels applied 
to the ECM during growth. This result was expected. In our model, the sprout force 
field represented the force applied directly at the focal adhesions and how these forces 
were transmitted through the ECM, as the fibrillar structure of the matrix was not 
represented explicitly. Contraction was particularly sensitive to the range over which 
these sprout force fields acted, controlled by the parameter b. Microvessels in our 
constructs were cultured in growth media supplemented with VEGF, an important 
growth factor during angiogenesis. VEGF binding to the receptor VEGFR2 in 
endothelial cells leads to the production of stress fibers and focal adhesions, the motility 
and contractility machinery of the cell, through the Rho-ROCK (Rho Kinase) pathway 
[34, 35]. As endothelial cells apply traction at focal adhesions attached to the ECM, 
collagen fibrils are pulled toward the sprout tip, condensing and re-orienting towards 
the sprout in a characteristic “fan” pattern [28]. The deformation generated by 
neovessel sprouts extended up to 1000 ^m from the sprout tip [28]. Using this 
information, we set the b to 1/250 ^m-1, which caused the exponential function in 
Equation 5.8 to effectively drop to zero at a distance of 1000 ^m. The parameter a
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controlled the magnitude of the sprout force field and was optimized to match the 
contraction results from the LAC construct experiments. The width of the “fan” shape 
was controlled by N, the exponent on cosine in Equation 5.8. We used a cosine power 
term as the exponent on the cosine term caused force to be directed in front to the 
vessel, and we estimated the value of N  from data from Kirkpatrick et al. [28]. 
Additionally, we found that making the sprout force field too narrow by choosing a high 
value of N  caused unequal contraction along y  and z. In the experiments, contraction 
was essentially equal along y  and z, and the ratio of szz to syy was ~0.9. The simulations 
predicted a ratio szz to syy of ~0.8 for values of N  = 0 (isotropic) up to N  = 3, at which 
point the ratio began to decrease. At N  = 15, the ratio of szz to syy dropped below 0.6, 
indicating that making the sprout force fields too narrow produced unrealistic 
contraction.
In these initial simulations, materials were represented using relatively simple 
constitutive models. The constitutive model used in the simulations can be interpreted 
as a simple spring and dashpot connected in series with an active contractile element 
connected in parallel. The sprout stress parameters controlled the load applied to the 
system by active contraction, the elastic material parameters £  , EM and Evess
controlled the response of the spring, while the time constant r  controlled the response 
of the dashpot. When choosing the constitutive models and setting values for the 
parameters, we had to account for the changes that occurred in the vascularized 
constructs during culture. The tensile modulus of the ECM material, E , was 
determined to fitting the material to experimental data from uniaxial testing of 3.0
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mg/ml collagen gels (Figure 5.6 C ) [32]. We prescribed the other two moduli, EM and 
E  , relative to this experimentally-determined value. During the development of the 
model, we found that a large discrepancy between stiffness in tension and compression 
was required in order for the constructs to deform realistically. For example, if a 
standard neo-Hookean material was set at the modulus determined from the uniaxial 
testing data, the constructs would tend to twist and buckle rather than contract inward as 
seen in the experiments, as the neo-Hookean material has the same modulus in tension 
and compression. In order to ensure sufficient tension-compression nonlinearity and 
realistic deformation of the type-I collagen gel during our simulations, we set the 
compressive modulus of the ECM material, EM , to by 10* less than the tensile modulus
fib
We found that model predictions were more sensitive to the compressive modulus 
than the tensile modulus, as the deformation of the construct primarily involves 
contraction. In the LAC simulations, Efib only scales the magnitude of tension that
develops along the constrained axis while E  controls how the construct deforms at the
beginning of the simulation while the construct is primarily acellular. The microvessel 
material model exerts its control on contraction as the construct becomes increasingly 
vascularized and the microvessel volume fraction increases. Contraction in simulations 
involving variations in E  only deviate from the baseline simulations at ~Day 4. We
have found through mechanical testing that the vascularized constructs become ~1.5* 
more stiff during culture as angiogenic neovessels apply traction, secrete proteases, and 
generate new cell-matrix adhesions [19]. In our simulations, the volume fraction of
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microvessels was used to weight the stress response from the microvessel material 
model, and this volume fraction on average reached a maximum of about ~0.015 by 
Day 6. Therefore, we set the microvessel material modulus E  to be 100* theJ ’ vess
stiffness of the ECM compressive modulus, E  , in order to cause this increase in 
stiffness. Note that the microvessel material is meant to actually represent the 
properties of the vascularized construct as a whole. The composite material model is 
designed to slowly transition from properties of an acellular collagen construct to a 
mature vascularized construct as the volume fraction of microvessels slowly increases 
during growth.
O f the material parameters within the model, contraction and thus vascular 
alignment was most sensitive to changes in r, the viscoelastic relaxation time constant. 
In previous research, we observed that constrained vascularized constructs treated with 
Cytochalasin-D to prevent cell-generated contraction did not retract after being cut 
away from the constraint [22]. These results led us to postulate that stress is dissipative 
rather than accumulative in these constructs, and that stress relaxation occurs within 
several seconds. Therefore, we set r  to 1.09 seconds, causing the reduced relaxation 
function to reach near complete relaxation in ~4-5 seconds. In the simplified version of 
the material model, the viscoelastic component acts as a dashpot. The force in the 
dashpot is proportional to the time constant r  and the rate of deformation, therefore 
decreasing r  while keeping the amount of cell-generated loading unchanged causes the 
rate of deformation to increase. Contraction vs. time in the simulations with a 
decreased r  had a steeper slope than baseline simulations with larger values of r.
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Although we were able to prescribe a value of r  based on the experiments involving 
Cytochalasin-D, future experiments could track construct deformation over time, 
allowing us to confirm that the rate of deformation and the time constant within our 
model are truly valid. Additionally, the amount of viscous stress dissipation may not 
stay constant over the culture. The rate of dissipation could change as neovessels 
contract, remodel, and expunge water from the fibrillar structure of the matrix, and 
adding a time-varying time constant to our simulations would allow us to include this 
behavior.
Other theoretical and computational approaches have been utilized to study the 
role of mechanical interactions between cells and the ECM during tissue growth [36­
40]. Although numerous mathematical and computational approaches have been 
utilized to study angiogenesis [41, 42], to our knowledge no computational models have 
ever been proposed to study the coupling between mechanical interactions with the 
ECM and neovessel growth during angiogenesis. The most relevant study demonstrated 
that cell-generated traction forces produce alignment perpendicular to gel contraction by 
modeling the fibroblast-mediated compaction of collagen gels [38]. Matrix compaction 
was driven by an active stress that depended on cell concentration and orientation. The 
active stress parameter in their study was 1.4*10-7 N*cm/cell. For comparison, active 
stress in our model based on the initial seeding concentration of fragments was 
7.44*10-15 N*cm/fragment. However, differences between approaches prevent a direct 
comparison. Parameters reported by Barocas and Tranquillo were normalized per cell, 
cells were treated as a continuous component of a biphasic material, and their 
formulation for active stress was homogenous and applied to the entire domain.
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Nevertheless, the similarity of predictions related to the effects of cell-generated 
traction forces is encouraging, and suggests that our approach could be extended to 
other biological processes that involve discrete cellular structures that mechanically 
interact with the ECM in three-dimensions including mechanotaxis, tumor growth, 
neurogenesis, wound healing, embryonic development, and tissue morphogenesis. Our 
approach accommodates the extension to include other physics such as solute transport, 
convection, reaction and diffusion, and many of these capabilities have been added to 
the FEBio framework recently [43, 44].
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The objective of the research presented in this dissertation was to design, 
implement, and validate a computational framework that simulates the dynamic 
mechanical interaction between angiogenic neovessels and the ECM. To accomplish 
these goals, a novel continuous-discrete FE model with angiogenic growth coupled with 
matrix deformation was proposed. During angiogenesis, the geometry and structure of 
the emerging vascular network is regulated by the structure and composition of the 
ECM [1-21]. Chapters 3 and 4 described the vascular growth model that was used to 
simulate these phenomena and provide geometry to the FE model using properties of 
the ECM [20,21]. The important aspects of vascular geometry predicted by the growth 
model are the position and orientation of the sprout tips, which were used to calculate 
the sprout force representations applied to the mesh in Chapter 5 [19]. The 
implementation of the proposed framework was completed in Chapter 5 by coupling the 
vascular growth model to the nonlinear finite element software FEBio [22]. FEBio was 
called to solve for the deformation induced by the sprout force representations 
calculated using the vascular geometry data predicted by the growth model. Vascular
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geometry was also required when calculating the microvessels-to-ECM volume fraction 
for the composite material model used by FEBio. The deformation determined by 
FEBio was then used to update the mesh representing the ECM, including fibril 
orientation and density values prescribed at the nodes, and the microvessel population 
into the current configuration.
Data from vascularized gel experiments were used to both calibrate mechanisms 
within the model during implementation and compare with computational simulations 
to assess the validity of the simulations. In Chapter 3, experimental data from 
unconstrained vascularized gels was used to calculate the length and branching 
functions used to calculate neovessel growth and branching rate, respectively. Data 
from these cultures were also used to optimize values for parameters within the growth 
model including the branching probability and the weight factors for the various 
directional cues. Finally, the ability of the model to predict vascular alignment in an 
aligned collagen fibril field was demonstrated by running simulations using fibril 
information obtained from constrained vascularized gels using confocal reflective 
microscopy. In Chapter 4, total vascular length data from microvessel cultures 
performed at different levels of matrix density were used to fit the scaling factor 
function. This scaling factor was used to scale neovessel growth and branch rate within 
the growth model relative to local matrix density. The validity of this updated 
framework was confirmed by comparing various morphometric data from the 
vascularized gel experiments to predictions from the computational model. In Chapter 
5, experimental data were used to prescribe values for the sprout force parameters and 
constitutive model. Validity of the coupled growth model was demonstrated in
simulations of growth within a long-axis constrained gel, which accurately predicted gel 
contraction and aligned vasculature as was seen in the experiments.
6.2 Matrix Remodeling and the Mechanical 
Regulation of Angiogenesis 
During sprouting angiogenesis, VEGF signaling causes endothelial cells in parent 
vessels to adopt the angiogenic phenotype, form sprouts, apply traction along 
components of the ECM, and extend into to matrix. VEGF signaling at the cell surface 
leads to increased stress fibers and focal adhesions within endothelial cells, mediated 
through the receptor VEGFR2 and activity of Rho and ROCK (Rho-Kinase) [23-25]. 
This increase in contractile activity, in combination with proteolytic MMPs, extensively 
deforms and remodels the matrix during growth. Neovessels use this traction to pull 
ECM fibrils towards the sprout, expunging water from between the fibrils and 
condensing the matrix. Neovessel sprouts also create new cell-matrix adhesions, 
remodeling the ECM structure and increasing the stiffness the vascularized constructs. 
Imposing a boundary constraint during these cultures prevents the gels from contracting 
along the constrained direction. Neovessels displace with the deformation of the 
matrix, causing them align along the directions of greatest effective stiffness (i.e., less 
contraction) and perpendicular to the directions of least stiffness (i.e., more 
contraction). In the LAC experiments, the matrix was constrained along the long-axis 
(high stiffness) and had low effective stiffness along the other two directions due to the 
narrow aspect ratio of the gel, causing microvessels to become aligned along the long- 
axis. However, in the SAC experiments, both the short- and long-axes had high
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effective stiffness due to the imposed boundary constraint and gel geometry, 
respectively. As a result, microvessels did not significantly align with respect to either 
of these axes. The computational model of angiogenesis in which angiogenic growth 
was coupled to the matrix deformation using the FE method demonstrated the 
mechanism behind this alignment. In simulations of a LAC gel using this model, 
alignment developed as the mesh deformed anisotropically under cell-generated 
loading. Microvessels were updated by interpolating mesh displacement to the vessels, 
causing vessels to convect with the deformation of the mesh and align according to this 
deformation.
The effective stiffness of the matrix and its effect on the ability of cells to deform 
the matrix regulate angiogenesis in more ways than just determining vascular 
alignment. There is substantial evidence demonstrating that the angiogenic phenotype 
within endothelial cells is promoted by ECM deformation and remodeling. Reduced 
neovessel outgrowth and branching has been observed as the effective stiffness of the 
matrix was increased, either by imposing boundary constraints or increasing the density 
of the matrix. Numerous studies utilizing other various models of angiogenesis have 
found a reduction in angiogenic outgrowth and branching when increasing the effective 
stiffness of the matrix [1,6,7,12]. Additionally, sensitivity analysis using the FE model 
of angiogenesis suggest that the range of cell-generated traction during growth as the 
most important parameter controlling the deformation of the matrix and therefore 
angiogenic growth and remodeling. Analyses of these studies suggest two priority 
targets for utilizing the mechanical regulation of angiogenesis to influence growth: the 
structure and composition of the ECM, and the traction forces applied by neovessel
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sprouts. The structure and composition, including boundary conditions, determine the 
stiffness of the matrix and how cell-generated forces transmit through and deform the 
fibrillar structure. Local matrix deformation is an important promoter of angiogenic 
growth at the microscale, and the structure/composition of the matrix can also act on the 
macroscale to determine vascular alignment in the case of the constrained gel 
experiments. The other potential way to regulate angiogenesis through the mechanics 
of growth is to change the way cells remodel the matrix, including their ability to 
generate force and apply traction, synthesize and release MMPs, and generate new cell- 
matrix adhesions. Promoting these cellular behaviors promotes matrix remodeling and 
growth, while inhibiting these activates growth.
6.3 Live Two-Photon Imaging of Angiogenic Neovessels 
Although our modeling framework has proven useful in uncovering mechanical 
mechanisms for alignment during angiogenesis, nondeterministic mechanisms were 
used to simulate branching and anastomosis within our modeling framework and details 
into the mechanical mechanisms behind these angiogenic behaviors remain unclear. It 
is difficult to gain significant insight into the mechanical regulation of this dynamic 
process using traditional experimental techniques. However, new methodology for live 
2P imaging provides the opportunity for live visualization of angiogenic neovessels on a 
gigavoxel scale using two-photon (2P) four-dimensional (4D, 3D space and time) 
microscopy [26]. Live 2P imaging provides insight into the dynamics of angiogenesis 
by allowing direct observation of neovessel sprouting, elongation and anastomosis in 
real time. 2P microscopy allows researchers to capture the large spatial scale over
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which angiogenic network formation occurs while maintaining the viability of exposed 
angiogenic microvessels over the long time period required. Additionally, the 
utilization of second-harmonic generation (SHG) allows 4D imaging of the collagen 
matrix structure during angiogenesis as well, providing valuable information about how 
the matrix is deformed and remodeled during growth.
Microvessel fragments were obtained from rats expressing green fluorescent protein 
(GFP) and cultured in a type-I collagen gel. After 48 hours, cultures were moved into 
an incubation chamber assembled on the stage of a 2P microscope. Perfusion tubes 
allowed for daily media flushing and removal. The circular gel was circumferentially 
constrained by a stainless steel mesh to keep the gel from floating away during culture. 
A 2.0 * 2.0 * 0.9 mm domain at the center of the gel was imaged using mosaicking 
every 2 hours. Autofluorescence signal from GFP was collected to image the cellular 
portion of the constructs and SHG data were collected to provide information about the 
collagen matrix. Since there is no way of predicting the location of spontaneous sprout 
formation and vessel anastomosis, a large spatial domain had to be imaged. As a result, 
the 4D dataset for a single experiment was extremely large, consisting of several 
gigavoxels of volumetric data at each of the 60 time points. After processing, the 4D 
volumetric-temporal dataset was visualized using a workstation with a graphics 
processing unit (GPU) and the software FluoRender [27].
Live imaging of angiogenic neovessels demonstrated that the ECM is extensively 
deformed and remodeled during growth. SHG data from the 4D datasets reveal that 
mature neovessels are surrounded in a condensed layer of collagen (Figure 6.1). 
Additionally, collagen was condensed at the sprout tips as tip cells apply traction to the
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Figure 6.1: Live imaging of angiogenic neovessels and the extracellular matrix using 
two-photon microscopy. Vessels were imaged using autofluorescence from green- 
fluorescent protein, shown in red. The collagen matrix was imaged using second- 
harmonic generation, shown in green. Live imaging has revealed that collagen is 
condensed into a layer surrounding the angiogenic microvessels, as demonstrated by the 
high intensity of SHG signal localized around the vessels. Scale bar 100 ^m.
Additionally, collagen was condensed at the sprout tips as tip cells apply traction to the 
matrix (Figure 6.2). The live 2P imaging also allowed researchers to observe many 
interesting neovessel behaviors that could not be seen in the previous static culture 
experiments. Neovessel growth in these experiments was episodic, meaning neovessels 
spontaneously switch between elongation and regression behavior (Figure 6.3 A-C). 
Elongation typically occurred at a slower rate than regression and usually involved 
several filpodia within the sprout tip sampling the ECM and probing in multiple 
directions. It was common to see neovessels regress by up to 100 ^m within a few 
hours, and this regression was usually followed by elongation along a new direction 
(Figure 6.3 D). Nearby neovessel sprouts also seemed to be able to locate one another, 
leading to an anastomosis event and the expansion of the vascular network (Figure 6.3 
E, F). Each of these neovessel behaviors is accompanied by condensation and 
remodeling of the ECM structure, as seen in the SHG channel. Although still early in 
development, these live imaging techniques will allow researchers to gain further 
insight into the deterministic mechanisms that cause episodic growth, regression and 
direction change, and local neovessel location in angiogenic neovessels interacting with 
the ECM.
6.4 Limitations and Future Work 
Although the computational framework met the objectives of each study in this 
dissertation, there are some limitations that should be addressed. The growth model 
represented neovessels as a collection of end-to-end line segments of the same width 
(diameter). Neovessels in these organ cultures are much thinner than parent vessel
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Figure 6.2: Traction applied by neovessel sprouts remodels and condenses collagen 
during growth. This figure shows two-photon imaging of two neovessel sprouts, 
indicated by the white arrows, at culture times 98 hours (A) and 108 hours (B). 
Neovessels are imaged via autofluorescence, shown in red, the collagen matrix is 
imaged via second harmonic generation and is shown in green. Collagen becomes 
condensed at the sprouts as neovessels apply traction and deform the matrix, as 
indicated by the higher collagen signal around the sprouts as time increases. 
Additionally, this figure demonstrates how most sprouts tend to utilize multiple 
filapodia tips, but only elongate along a single direction. Scale bar 25 ^m.
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Figure 6.3: Live two-photon imagine reveals neovessel behavior that would be 
difficult to investigate using traditional static culture experiments. Neovessels imaged 
using autofluorescence are shown in red, collagen matrix imaged using second- 
harmonic generation is shown in green. (A) This figure tracks the behavior of a 
particular neovessel sprout, indicated by the white arrow. The sprout begins by 
branching off of a parent vessel fragment. (B) The sprout elongates and extends into 
the matrix, its new position indicated by the arrow. However, sprouts also exhibit 
regression during which the neovessel collapses backwards towards the original 
sprouting location. A regressed sprout can be seen in this image, indicated by the 
asterisk. The sprout can be view in the previous image prior to the regression (A). (C) 
Sprouts exhibited both elongation and regression, and this spontaneous switching 
between elongation and regression caused episodic neovessel growth. In this image, the 
sprout has regressed back and is beginning to elongate in a new direction. (D) 
Regression event were usually followed by elongation along a new direction, causing 
the neovessel to change its direction. In this image, a second neovessel sprout appears, 
indicated by the second white arrow (point to the right). (E, F) Nearby neovessel 
sprouts seemed able to locate one another, leading to an anastomosis event indicated by 
the white dashed outline (F). Each of these neovessel behaviors is accompanied by 
condensation and remodeling of the ECM structure as seen in the second-harmonic 
generation data. Scale bar 50 ^m.
fragments [28], and future development of the model should include this heterogeneous 
vascular diameter and geometry. Additionally, the growth model included non- 
deterministic mechanisms to determine branching and anastomosis and should 
eventually be replaced with deterministic mechanisms. Although the model was able to 
predict strain and stress within the vascularized constructs, we did not explicitly 
calculate strain and stress across the neovessel surface, which may be responsible for 
the mechanisms determined the direction of neovessel growth and the formation of new 
sprouts during branching. To improve the spatial resolution across the neovessel 
surfaces to facilitate such calculations, the coupled growth model could be moved from 
a continuous-discrete representation to a fully continuous model. Instead of using line 
segments to represent neovessels, in this representation neovessels are represented by 
elements within the mesh that are assigned a “neovessel” material model while other 
elements in the mesh are assigned an “ECM” material model. Initial vascular geometry 
can be obtained from volumetric data from 2P imaging, and growth is represented by 
converting ECM elements to neovessel elements. Sprout forces can be applied at the 
locations where filapodia attach to the ECM and the resulting deformation can be 
obtained using FEBio. Using this framework, we could effectively calculate strain and 
stress along the neovessel surface and modeling the mechanotransduction and cellular 
signaling that occurs as a result. Additionally, the implementation of multiphase 
framework in FEBio will allow for the simulation of transport and reaction kinetics of 
both soluble and matrix-bound growth factors such as VEGF [29]. This new framework 
would allow us to calculate the concentration of VEGF and other growth factors along 





Morphogenic processes such as angiogenesis are complex, path-dependent 
phenomena in which the emerging morphology is determined by feedback received by 
cells from the surrounding environment. This feedback depends on the temporal and 
spatial distribution of chemical and mechanical properties within the ECM. As 
morphogenesis progresses, the participating cells remodel their environment and change 
these regulatory properties. Simulating these processes requires a temporal and spatial 
representation of regulatory properties as well as a method for updating these properties 
based on cellular activity. In this dissertation, the regulatory properties that determine 
angiogenesis included ECM fibril orientation and density, and these properties were 
updated throughout time using kinematics produced by cell-generated traction 
calculated using FE method. The framework presented here was capable at simulating 
experiments using vascularized collagen gels and can be expanded to predict 
experiments that are difficult or impossible to perform using current techniques. These 
methods can be expanded to simulate numerous morphogenic processes in such 
individual cellular agents are regulated by temporal and spatial properties of the ECM 
such as neurogenesis, lung morphogenesis, and cancerous tumor formation.
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